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WSU's new A.D.

Fishing for fun

Gymnasts on a roll

Larry Holstad, WSU's
new athletic director,
may be just what the
athletic department
needs.

Former WSU student
shares ice fishing tale.

WSU gymnasts win
two in a row.
Annemarie Green wins
all-around twice.
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WSU could
switch to web
registration
By Michelle Wolf
News Reporter
The years of waiting in an endless
line to register may soon be over.
Winona State University could be
switching to web registration on computer.
The university needs the Minnesota State Colleges and Universities
(MnSCU) approval to purchase the
software program for starting web
registration.
The software program deals not
only with registration but has billing
and financial aid capabilities, said
Dan Pecarina, director of computer
information services.
"In order to compete with other
campuses, we need this," said
Pecarina.
Winona State President Darrell
Krueger said the new system of web
registration might begin a year from
this fall.
Ever since Krueger became president of WSU, he has been trying to
switch the current registration system but it has not worked out.
"I think switching to web registration would be much better for the
students," said Krueger.
If web registration is approved,
students will be able to sit down at a
computer and call up the registration
web page. On the web page, students
not only register for classes but can
find out what classes are available
and how many students are enrolled
in the class.
Students would also be able to use
any computer to register.
Students registering for classes on
the computer would still have to wait
until a certain time before registering. The computer can lock out students registering before their desig-

nated time.
The cost of purchasing the program is $300,000-$500,000, said
Pecarina.
Pecarina said the university will
be contacted by MnSCU within the
next few weeks as to whether or not
it approves purchasing the software.
The University of Minnesota currently operates on a web registration
system.
"I think it's especially important
to switch to the web," said Head
Registrar Stewart Shaw.
Two years ago the topic of switching to a new system of registration
was discussed but not further explored. One possibility brought up
then was to have students register by
telephone.
Shaw likes the idea of web registration over phone registration since
more information will be available to
students over the computer.
"That's where we're heading,"
Jackie Jedynak/Photo Editor
said Shaw.
Web registration would also be During registration, students often stand in line hoping that the person working the computer is the fastest person. The university
implemented at the Rochester and is working on a better way for students to register for classes.
extension campuses but would need
to be different from the Winona systern, according to Shaw.
The present system of waiting in
line hits the freshmen class the hard- By Beth Junker
The budget for each sport is moni- does come up, he has to drop everyest. Most freshmen have to wait three
coaches kept exceeding their budgets tored daily throughout the year. Run- thing else to deal with the problem.
Special to the Winonan
full registering days before picking
because they weren't receiving a ning totals are kept and analyzed freEvans believes the monitoring
and choosing the leftover classes.
monthly budget report, usually dis- quently by Evans. If there is over system is working well.
A monitoring system for Winona tributed by the administration depart"It sucks being such a peon and
"Everyone seems to be staying
spending, Ellinghuysen and Evans
having to wait in line," said freshman State University's athletic depart- ment. The report indicates the re- meet with the respective coach to see within their budgets," said Evans.
ment, established in the fall of 1994 maining balance in each account.
Rachael Neises.
where money can be cut from other "With this system, coaches now have
"It's like when you have your activities to cover the incurred ex- a greater role in the process than they
Neises thinks she will end up with to systematically review expendibad classes but knows it is all part of tures, has stabilized the athletic bud- checkbook and the bank doesn't send pense.
did before."
get. Scott Ellinghuysen, Winona you a monthly balance statement,"
college life.
Myron Smith, WSU softball
Before a requested expense is
Freshman Grant Winfrey does not State's financial analyst, and Gary said Ellinghuysen. "They just con- granted, Ellinghuysen and Evans dis- coach, believes the monitoring sysEvans, WSU's vice president of uni- tact you when the money is all gone."
mind waiting in line to register.
cuss the importance for the expendi- tern is unnecessary.
"I like doing things in person," versity relations, established the sysNow the monitoring system re- ture. If it seems necessary and is
"I don't think coaches need to be
said Winfrey. "That's why I like it the tem after different teams exceeded
quires the coach of every sport to within the budget, it is granted.
told where their money should or
their budgets.
way it is."
submit a tentative budget plan with a
Ellinghuysen believes his involve- shouldn't be spent," said Smith. "I
Stabilized budgets are good news
total dollar amount request due in ment with the monitoring system is feel we shouldn't have a monitoring
to Larry Holstad, WSU's new ath- September.
not the best use of his time.
system."
letic director, who is preparing to
When all the requests are in,
"Other departments have learned
He has kept softball expenses
inherit the supervision of the moni- Ellinghuysen and Evans review them.
to watch their own budgets to refrain down in the past by using his own
toring system in six months.
They look at where the money is
from over-spending," said money to compensate for any over
Recently, WSU's athletic budget going and if the expenditure is necesEllinghuysen. "I don't know why the spending.
sary. They then meet with each coach
had a $40,000 deficit.
athletic department can't do the
He has also received his bus driv"The athletics department was in to discuss if the dollar amount resame."
ers license and saves the softball
quested is adequate. The request is
need of a strong administrative proEllinghuysen added that the team over $5,000 a year by driving
then either granted or denied.
gram," said Ellinghuysen. "Every
campus.
amount of time spent monitoring the
If the request is denied,
time a sport exceeded its budget, the
Paul Kappes lives on Main Street,
see Budget, page 3
system varies, but when something
Ellinghuysen and Evans reach an
money was taken out of the Student
less than one block off campus. He
agreement with the coach on a more
Activity Fee allocation fund."
said his porch light remains on all
reasonable
dollar amount.
According to Ellinghuysen,
the time but said he knew nothing
about the program.
Walski has wanted to establish
the program for years, he said. He
saw a need for such a program bevictim had been called away from
By Chris Mashak
fore the College of St. Theresa closed
her
room and returned to find a
News Editor
its campus in 1989.
Winona State University has been increasingly indispensable in today's
threatening message written on her
A female residence hall staff message board.
cited in Smart Parents Guide to Col- world, making the right college choice
Walski said a lot of female stumember received quite a scare early
lege as an education institution which is essential for parents and students
dents walked between the St. Theresa
Ferden said the incident is an
Monday morning.
campus and the WSU campus, and
offers model programs for its stu- alike," said Senator Edward Kennedy.
isolated one and no pattern can be
At approximately 1 a.m., the staff detected.
dents.
"assaults happened." He envisioned
"They'll find this guide invaluable in
member walked into a fourth floor • Winona police were called to the
the program as a way to make stuIn a chapter entitled "Finding the making that choice."
bathroom in Richards Hall to throw scene where they dusted for fingerdents safer and possibly reduce asBest Teachers," Winona State was
Smart Parents Guide to College
away signs that had been ripped prints. The incident is currently unsaults.
cited as a model institution for "help- was written by Ernest L. Boyer and
down from the floor's walls.
Many students still traverse the
der investigation.
ing good teachers become better" in Paul Boyer. It was published in DeOnce inside the bathroom, the
19 blocks from the main WSU cama discussion that centered on the de- cember, 1996.
Ferden added that all campus
victim was shoved to the ground by residents and employees of the
sirability for colleges and universipus to the former St. Theresa camThe father and son authors have
an unknown assailant who had been Housing and Residence Life Deties to organize Faculty Development been very involved in higher educapus, which now is Lourdes Hall and
hiding inside.
Centers like the one at WSU.
houses the WSU Residential Colpartment should exercise extra caution issues. A former U.S. CommisAccording to John Ferden, di- tion. Residents should lock their
The Boyers studied nearly 700 sioner of Education, the late Ernest
lege. A bus shuttles students berector of housing and residence life doors, Ferden said.
colleges and universities nationwide L. Boyer, Ph.D., was president of the
tween the two locations every 45
at Winona State University, the vicso
this
book
could
provide
advice
on
minutes during the day, but only a
Anyone with information regardCarnegie Foundation for the Adtim suffered no physical injury but ing the incident are asked to contact
how to evaluate schools. It includes vancement of Teaching and served
van that seats eight passengers runs
the incident was quite traumatic.
specific examples of model programs on four presidential commissions. His
the route at night and it runs less
either Ferden at 457-5307 or Ryan
Before discovering signs that Yunkers, Quad Hall director, at 457to help parents and students with the son, Paul, is an education journalist
frequently.
were ripped down in the hall, the 5495.
college selection process.
and was the editor of a higher educasee Safety, page 3
"As a college education becomes tion journal for seven years.

WSU establishes system for athletic budget

Students unaware
of safety program
By Carrie J. Anderson
Special to the Winonan
It has been six months since the
Safe Neighborhood Program was
implemented around the Winona
State University campus, but a recent
survey indicates some people still
don't know about the program.
The Safe Neighborhood Program,
implemented by WSU Director of
Security Don Walski in August, encourages local residents living within
three blocks of the WSU campus to
have their porch lights on at night.
' Walski said the light is intended to
serve two purposes: it lights areas
outside the periphery of any street
lighting and is a visual signal to anyone walking along the sidewalk that
he or she can approach the house if
they feel threatened.
In a non-scientific survey done
two weeks ago, four of seven people
living within a three-block radius of
the Winona State campus said they
knew nothing about the Safe Neighborhood Program.
The seven residences were chosen for the survey because each had
porch lights on after nightfall, and all
were within three blocks of the WSU

WSU cited as model

Richards R.A. assaulted
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News Briefs
Spring Commencement
The last day to apply for graduation for both graduate and undergraduate
students who plan to participate in 1997 Spring Commencement is Friday,
March 21. Students who plan to graduate at the end of Summer Session I
or Summer Session II must also apply by March 21 if they plan to
participate in Commencement. Graduation applications are available in the
Registrar's Office, 114 Somsen Hall and also from the Rochester Center
for Rochester students. Please return all graduation applications to the
Registrar's Office as soon as possible. Commencement will be held on
Saturday, May 24, in McCown Gymnasium of Memorial Hall. Students
who obtain approval for graduation will be sent additional information
concerning the details of graduation at a later date.

Bloodmobile
The Winona State University Bloodmobile will be in the East Cafe of
Kryzsko Commons. Date and times are Tuesday, Feb. 18, noon to 6 p.m.,
Wednesday, Feb. 19, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Thursday, Feb. 20, noon to 6
P.m.

Annual Soul Food Dinner
Winona State University's Black Cultural Awareness Association will
hold its annual Soul Food Dinner on Saturday, Feb. 15, at 6 p.m. in the East
Cafeteria of Kryzsko Commons. The menu includes catfish, fried chicken,
beef barbecue ribs, rice, collard greens, candied yams, sweet potato pie,
peach cobbler and potato salad. The dinner will include special entertainment provided by Rasta Ani from San Francisco and the Sam Davis Gospel
Ensemble of Minneapolis.
Tickets are $10 and are available through the Cultural Diversity Office
in Kryzsko Commons (Room 118) or the Lower Hyphen. For further
information, call 457-5595 or 457-5684.

Students Sought for Summer Programs
The Fund for American Studies is recruiting student leaders from
colleges and universities to participate in its 1997 summer Institutes at
Georgetown University in Washington, D.C. Undergraduate students will
gain critical work experience through internships in public policy, politics,
business, journalism, or international affairs and will earn credits through
course work at Georgetown University. The final application deadline is
March 15. There is no minimum GPA requirement, and students who have
been active on campus are encouraged to apply. For brochures and
applications, students should call (800) 741-6964 or visit The Fund for
American Studies web site at http://www.dcinternships.org .

Financial Aid Hotline
Students with questions concerning financial aid can call 1-800-6573866 today and tomorrow between 5 and 9 p.m.

•

Native American Club Meeting

. The WSU Native American Heritage and Awareness Club is holding
their regular monthly meeting on Wednesday, Feb. 19, at 5 p.m. in Room
224 of the Performing Arts Center.
A short business meeting is planned, focusing on the planning for the
:Annual Traditional Intertribal Powwow to be held May 3 and 4 at Maxwell
Following the meeting, club members and guests are invited to view
:a video on Native Americans.
For more information contact club advisors Cindy Killion at 457-5098
or Brice Wilkinson at 457-5245.

Holocaust Memorial Week
The History Club, in conjunction with the Cultural Diversity Committee and Amnesty International, is planning a Holocaust Memorial Week
April 21-25. The week will consist of displays, slide presentations, movies,
scholars and actual Holocaust survivors. The schedule is now in the
developmental stage, so keep checking the Winonan for further developments. If you have any questions, call Kevin Fox at 453-0653 or Jim Tallon
at 453-9171.

"Theatre from the Heart"
Winona State University's Department of Theatre and Dance will be
presenting "Theatre from the Heart." This year's senior capstone project
will be two one-act plays presented together. Performances are at 7:30 p.m.
on February 20, 21 and 22 and 2:00 p.m. on Sunday, Feb. 23 in the Dorothy
B. Mangus Theatre of Winona State's Performing Arts Center.

Madrigal Banquet to be Held
The WSU Concert Choir will be recreating the pomp and charm of a
noble English manor. Entertainment will include the choir and madrigal
singers, many beggars and jugglers, the local Renaissance instrumental
group Musica Dolce, the Winona International Folk Dancers and a Royal
Wedding for your pleasure. The menu includes wassail, salad wreaths,
roasted cornish hen, baked barley casserole, glazed carrots, rounds of hot
bread and flaming pudding.
The festivities will take place at Lourdes Hall on Feb. 20, 21 and 22. Predinner entertainment will start at 6:30 p.m. and seating for the dinner will
commence at 7 p.m. Tickets are $30 for adults and $20 for children under
12 and senior citizens. Call 457-5250 for reservations.

WSU English/Math Placement Test Schedule
Date
Time
Room
Monday, March 10
8-10 a.m.
Howell 135
All new students must take the English and mathematics placement
exams. Exempt are students who have transferred in credit for college-level
English and/or mathematics courses. Admitted students may take the
exams prior to registering for their initial English composition and mathematics courses.
Students must register to take the tests by visiting the Advising and
Retention Office, Phelps 129, or by calling 457-5600. Students must bring
a photo I.D. to the testing site.
Call 457-5600 for additional information.

1997-98 Financial Aid
Students who will need financial assistance for the 1997-98 academic
year should file a 1997-98 Free Application for Federal Student Aid or
Renewal Application as soon as 1996 tax information is available. The
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Handicap
accessibility
By Jeff Kocur
News Reprter
A campus-wide survey of services
and programs regarding handicap accessibility is being conducted at
Winona State University.
The state of Minnesota has requested that each state agency do a
self evaluation of its program accessibility for persons with disabilities.
Tess Arrick-Kruger has recently
assumed the role of the Americans
with Disabilities Act Coordinator for
Winona"State and is responsible for
ensuring that WSU is complying with
Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act fequires that people with
disabilitids . be 'assured an equal opportunify to' participate in the programs, activities and services offered
by WSU. They must also be given
access in the most integrated way
possible.
Arrick-Kruger believes WSU has
always done a good job at keeping
services and programs accessible to
people with disabilities.
"There may be gaps we do not
know about, but we have always tried
to be proactive in meeting the needs
of students and staff with disabilities," said Arrick-Kruger.

Laptop
University
By Amanda Samuelson
News Reporter
Computers are becoming more and
more of a necessity in the working
world as well as in schools, and
Winona State University is no exception.
This is why Winona State President Darrell Krueger is hoping that in
the future all students will have their
own laptop computers.
The plan is called Laptop University. A laptop would be leased to each
student for a fee and the money would
be returned at the end of the period.
The lease period could be from
two to three years.
Because the laptop would be a
required tool for students, it would be
covered under financial aid.
Krueger is not sure when this plan
will be implemented.
"We are in the process of discovering it," said Krueger. "We are just
studying it (Laptop University) now."

Frostbitten
rooster gets
prosthesis
Associated Press
JACKSON, Mich. (AP) _ A rooster
that lost its legs to frostbite will be
strutting again soon with a pair of
artificial liftibs:
M•:Chieken gets fitted for the new
legs SiindaYs 'af 'Cibssroads Animal
Hospital. The bird was found around
Christmas, when Chris Gilzow spotted it struggling' through her yard.
She took WV) veterinarian Timothy England, who 'adopted the emaciated rooster and named him Mr.
Chicken.
Despite England's care, Mr.
Chicken lost both legs at the first
joint. Dressed in special bandages,
the bird is still able to walk.
"He runs pretty good on his little
stumpies," England said.
The doctor is footing the bill for
the prosthetic feet, which he hopes
could become a prototype for injured
birds. The staff also has ordered 14
chicks for Mr. Chicken to enjoy the
outdoors with come spring.
"He will have his own harem,"
England said.

Soul Food Dinner
A soul food dinner will be held Saturday, Feb. 15 at 6p.m. in the
East Cafeteria. Tickets are $10 and are on sale through Friday in the
Lower Hyphen.
WSU Survey
Wanted: past and present students and employees (women and men)
of WSUwho have experienced any form of sexual harrassment or
assualt while attending WSU. Persons are encouraged to participate
in this confidential survey by calling the Women's Resource Center at
452- 4440.

American Heart

A.

Fighting Heart Disease
and Stroke

.

CPR
can keep your love alive
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Holstad takes on the role of A.D.
By Brad Thede
Special to the Winonan
A piece of the past turned out to be
just the ingredient the Winona State
University athletic department was
looking for when they hired Larry
Holstad to take over the reigns as
athletic director. The nine-month void
in the' athletic department was created on April 3, 1996 when former
athletic director Steve Juaire resigned
under pressure as a resolution to allegations of sexual harassment.
Holstad, a native of Austin, Minn.,
was hired Nov. 22, 1996 and assumed the duties of athletic director
Jan. 6, 1997. Holstad was hired after
the original choice, Fran Hummel,
stepped down.
Winona State Vice-President Gary
Evans believes that Holstad is just as
qualified as Hummel.
"I'm sorry that things didn't work
out between Winona State and Fran
Hummel, but Larry Holstad is just as
qualified and can certainly do the job
that we brought him in to do," Evans
said. "Everywhere that Larry has been
he has been successful and people
have had nothing but good things to
say about him."
"Larry Holstad will be a great
athletic director," said men's basketball coach Les Wothke. "I thought
Steve (Juaire) did a heck of a job but
I think Larry Holstad will a good job,

too. He brings a positive attitude and
public relations skills to the position
and should do some real good things
for the athletic department."
Holstad understands that he has a
big job ahead of him, but he is more
than willing to work with his colleagues in the athletic department.
"One of the priorities you have to
look at is that there are never enough
facilities and never enough money to
go around," said Holstad. "It happens
everywhere you go, from the small
schools to the big schools.
"This situation here at Winona
State shouldn't be any different than
anything I have had to face anywhere
else. My goal for Winona State athletics is to be outstanding in every
program we offer in the athletic department."
Women's basketball coach Terri
Sheridan is enthusiastic about the
addition of Larry Holstad to the athletic department as well.
"Larry seems like a real people
person," said Sheridan. "Right now
the athletic department needs a person who can restore the trust in the
community and amongst the coaches
in the athletic department and I think
Larry is capable of doing that. It is
early, but I'm optimistic that we will
start to see a change here."
Holstad said the biggest challenge
facing him right now is filling the

permanent football coach void. He
said a committee is in the search
process and some applicants are starting to come in.
For now the football program is
under the reign of Interim Head Coach
Tom Sawyer.
The Title IX issue is also near the
top of Holstad's agenda.
"Title IX has come along and certainly has put some strains on different things as far as budgets are concerned," said Holstad. "What you
have to do is work on the positive
things, try to be pro-active and reactive on things and. come up with a
plan that will help everybody in their
program."
Holstad's past reveals his interest
in sports. He was a three-sport athlete
at Northern Iowa Area Community
College for one and a half years,
participating in football, basketball
and baseball.
Following his stint at NIACC,
Holstad headed northwest to continue his education at WSU, where he
played on two championship teams
in the 60's.
After graduating, Holstad took his
first teaching and coaching job at
Ventura High School in northern
Iowa. From there he moved to Forest
City, Iowa, where he took a job as
athletic director and principal at Forest City High School.

Civil Rights groups upset at T.V. shows
Associated Press
LOS ANGELES (AP) _ Civil
rights groups are complaining that
the hit comedy "Martin" and seven
other television shows present demeaning stereotypes of blacks, and
they are demanding changes.
The shows on the Fox, WB and
UPN networks were singled out Friday by leaders of the Brotherhood
Crusade, Mothers in Action and the
Beverly Hills-Hollywood chapter ol
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
"I know comedy is comedy, bul
there's a fine line when people are
laughing with you and people are
laughing at you," said Billie J. Green
president of the NAACP chapter.
Green said the three groups are
offended by the "groping and rollind
and bucking of the eyes" by some
characters, and by the use of "incorrect English."
In addition to Fox's "Martin," the
groups singled out WB's "The
Wayans Bros." and "The Jamie Foxx
Show," and UPN's "Homeboys in
Outer Space," "Goode Behavior,"
"Sparks," "In the House" and
"Malcolm and Eddie."
The criticism by the NAACP
chapter's board of directors conflicts
with the position taken by the national NAACP, which has given several of its Image Awards to "Martin"
and its star, Martin Lawrence.
The three groups said they don't
want the shows canceled, just changed
to include more positive images of
blacks.
They praised some other blackthemed shows, including "Moesha,"
"The Parent 'Hood," "Sister, Sister,"
"Cosby" and "Living Single."
Representatives of Fox, WB and

UPN did not return phone calls seeking comment Saturday.
However, people involved with
the shows said they were confused by
the criticism.
"If the NAACP had a problem
with our show, why the heck didn't
they come to us?" Miguel A. Nunez
Tr., who stars on "Sparks," about a

black law firm, told the Los Angeles
Times.
"Every African-American family
on TV can't be the Cosbys. There are
different types of comedy and different types of culture," said Bentley
Kyle Evans, co-creator and executive producer of "The Jamie Foxx
Show."
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After a Winter of Studying, Writing Papers, & Taldng Exams
Get a WILD JOB This Summer at Valleyfairl

00n-Campus Interviews
(1 Thursday, February 20
9am-4pm
Contact your Career
Placement Services Office
for more details

•Great Pay
•Flexible Schedules
•Free Tickets
•On-Site Housing or
Rent Reimbursement
•Intemship/Scholarship
Programs
•Incentive Bonus Program
•Weekly Social Events

Apply now for a summer of fun and excitement.
No experience necessary. Valleyfair is the
largest family amusement park in the Upper
Midwest and features over 75 rides, live shows
and attractions. Join us this season and enjoy
exclusive times to ride Wild Thing, our new
worldciass hyper-coasterl For more information
or to set up an interview, cal1612-445-7600 or 1800-386-7433. TDD: 612-4.45-1364.

\(m6 uLeyfaik!
www.valleyfalr.com

Shakopee, Minnesota
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Man at
sea slices
his own
elbow to
survive
Associated Press

Rachel McConnell/staff photographer

Rachael Cavegn and Brad Schwichtenberg rehearse for
Theatre from the Heart. This year's senior capstone project
is two one-act plays. The capstone project is designed to
give the graduating seniors a chance to show what they
have learned and accomplished in their years at Winona
State University.Performances of Theatre from the Heart
are at 7:30 PM on February 20, 21, and 22 at 2:00 PM
Sunday February 23 in the Dorothy B. Magnus Theatre of
the Performing Arts Center. Tickets are on sale now in the
PAC box office. For tickets call 457-5235. Prices are $4 for
Students and Senior Citizens, $5 for Faculty, and $6 for
Adults. All proceeds from ticket sales go to the theatre
scholarship fund.

LONDON (AP) _ It gave new
meaning to the term single-handed.
Aboard his yacht in the Pacific
Ocean, solo sailor Peter Goss, 35,
sliced open his own left elbow with
a scalpel to repair an inflamed tendon.
For illumination, the rugged
former Royal Marine strapped a
torch to his head.
Goss closely followed faxed instructions from a French doctor on
how to perform the makeshift operation aboard his yacht, the 50foot (15-meter) Aqua Quorum, currently 1,300 miles (2,080 kilometers) off Chile's southern coast.
Goss, from St. Germans in southwest England, who put to sea three
months ago in the Vendee Globe
22,000-mile (35,000-kilometer)
race around the world, told
London's Daily Telegraph newspaper he is praying that the elbow
doesn't become infected.
"It's a strange sensation slicing
away at yourself with a scalpel. I am
now watching with bated breath to
see if it improves," he said.
Goss said he had suffered the
effects of the inflamed tendon for
most of his journey. This week, the
skin ruptured and two hernias of
soft tissue emerged.
The intrepid sailor sought advice from the race doctor, JeanYves Chauve, in France. Chauve
consulted colleagues, then faxed
instructions to Goss.
If all goes well, Goss is expected
to pass Cape Horn and enter the
Atlantic Ocean early next week for
the final stretch of the journey back
to France.
At Christmas, Goss rescued
Frenchman Raphael Dinelli when
his yacht, Algimouss, sank 1,200
miles (1,920 kilometers) south of
Perth in western Australia.
Goss, who is married with three
children, is in sixth place after being compensated for the time he lost
rescuing Dinelli.

Safety
Continued from page 1
The current Safe Neighborhood
Program only includes residents
within three blocks of the main WSU
campus, although Walski has plans
to extend it citywide.
"I want to integrate the safe Neighborhood Program with the Neighborhood Watch Program," he said.
"We'll be organizing block captains."
Applications for block captains in the
Neighborhood Watch program were
mailed earlier this month to area residents.
Walski does not know why residents around the WSU campus are
unaware of the Safe Neighborhood
Program because he said it was well
publicized.
A Sept. 6, 1996, front-page story
in the Winona Daily News explained
the program to the community.
Walski said brochures also were distributed to all homes within a threeblock radius of the campus.
Residents are encouraged to assist
anyone seeking help but any resident
has the right to refuse a person asking
for help.
"They could at least call 911 if the

Budget
Continued from page 1
the bus to and from out of town games.
He also saves the softball budget $3,000
a year by having his team work the
concession stand during other sporting
events.
"I feel it's the coaches job to watch
their own budget," said Smith. "Even
though I would like more freedom to
put my budget money where I want it,
I'm glad to see the budget deficit come
back down."
Terri Sheridan, WSU basketball

coach, thinks the system works well.
"We turn in a sum request for the
year and are allowed to spend it how
we want to," said Sheridan.
She likes the fact that coaches
have a lot of flexibility in doing their
own scheduling. Though doing her
own scheduling doesn't save her
money, she believes this helps her do
her job.
Ellinghuysen said he looks forward to Holstad aquiring the monitoring system so he can get back to
doing the job he was hired for.

Evans is going to continue analyzing the monthly budget report and
relaying back information to coaches
and Holstad after Holstad receives
full responsibility.
"The people [on the monitoring
system] have been really good to
work with," said Holstad, a 27-year
veteran of high school budget administration. "I'm very excited.
"I want to help out the university
and athletes any way I can."

New light shed on poisonous shrooms
Associated Press

MOSCOW, Idaho (AP) _ It's not
clear who's the invader in this story deadly mushrooms spreading like killer
bees or ignorant eaters picking at the
forest floor for funny fungi.
Either way, the results have been
tragic.
More than 20 people have been
hospitalized in California over the last
two years. All are believed to have
eaten what is commonly referred to as
Associated Press
Peterson managed to untie him- ing with Walter, Thomas and a 16- the death cap, Amanita phalloides.
self a few minutes after his assailants year-old girl when they went to an
The death cap was responsible for
COLVILLE, Wash. (AP) _ One left and walked to a nearby house for isolated spot near Loon Lake in the about five deaths in the Bay Area in the
man was arrested and a second was help, court documents say.
early morning hours Saturday. Loon early 1980s, according to a 1984 arsought for investigation of assault
"The temperature that night was Lake is about 28 miles northwest of ticle in Mushroom the Journal written
after they allegedly tied down an ac- approximately 20 degrees," said court Spokane.
by Paul Vergeer of the Mycological
quaintance and placed bacon around documents filed against defendant
They stopped and the two sus- Society of San Francisco. Vergeer
him to attract wild animals to kill Tracy S. Walter, 34. "It is believed pects hit Peterson after all the men
helped treat another 14 Laotians in
him.
Mr. Peterson could have died or been exited the vehicle, court documents 1983 who were poisoned after eating a
Court documents say James L. seriously injured from hypothermia, said.
meal with the mushrooms.
Peterson, 39, was stretched across a if not eaten by animals."
The spread of the death cap has
Peterson contended Walter tried
rural road on Saturday by two assailWalter was arrested shortly after to shoot him in the back, but the been well documented in Mushroom
ants. His feet were tied to one tree, his the incident and was being held in the handgun would not fire, so they the Journal, a periodical published in
hands to another.
county jail in lieu of $75,000 bail. He decided to tie Peterson to the trees, Moscow by University of Idaho comSuspect Randy Thomas then al- is charged with assault with a deadly the documents said.
munications professor Don Coombs.
legedly scattered bacon around weapon and robbery.
Over the last 20 years, many poiNo motive was offered for the
Peterson in the hope that hungry
Investigators were still searching alleged attack. But Soukup said in- soning victims have been immigrants,
wolves or bears would be attracted for Thomas, 35.
vestigators believe Walter blamed often from Asia or Mexico, who misand would eat him, Stevens County
The people involved are all be- Peterson for a Jan. 24 arrest for take Amanita phalloides as an edible
Deputy Prosecutor David Soukup said lieved to be from the Colville area.
mushroom variety from their homeunlawful possession of a firearm.
Wednesday.
Peterson told deputies he was drivlands.
Poisonous or not, Amanita
phalloides apparently is very tasty.
There is wide speculation about
what fungal variety the immigrants
Among the highlights: penguins baby rhino born three weeks ago.
believe they are eating. One distinAssociated Press
engaging in a month of foreplay, liThe Sex Tour got its start seven guishing mark of Amanita phalloides
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) _ Jane ons procreating up to 50 times a day years ago during penguin mating is a ring around its stalk, although at
Tollini is promising the hottest, raci- and koala bears that nearly maim season.
some stages of the mushroom's develest, X-rated sex tour in the city - at the each other during 40 seconds of inOn Valentine's Day, Tollini put opment the ring is not readily apparent.
San Francisco Zoo.
tercourse.
red paper hearts in the penguins'
To the untrained eye, the death cap
She's an animal keeper who will
"Koalas are nasty little creatures iceberg pond, then put on Johnny looks like many other little brown
take some 700 Peeping Toms on a that don' t like each other very much," Mathis to set the mood. The males mushrooms. Other published reports
tour of the giraffe pen, where 8- Tollini says. "It's a rolling, tumbling gathered up the hearts and brought from California indicate the death cap
month-old Spot negotiates a harem thing for them and you have to almost them back to the mates' birthing has been confused with psilocybin, a
of older females, and the bird cages, kick them apart or they will kill each dens.
group of mushrooms that produce a
where the hornbills practice bond- other."
As word of her sex tour grew, psychedelic reaction when ingested.
Tollini warns her Peeping Toms Tollini expanded the show. Now,
age.
Moscow mycologist Edmund
"Animals practice the same sexual that some portions of the tour are not she also discusses birth control and Tylutki, an emeritus professor of botany
rituals we do, but with a twist," Tollini pretty to watch.
hormonal implants, and teaches visi- at the University of Idaho, said the
says. "We even have homosexual
"Rhinoceros sex is the most vio- tors the different methods of copu- death cap resembles the paddy straw
wallabies and lesbian penguins."
lent," she says.
lation for predatory and prey ani- mushroom.
The 90-minute Sex Tour, which
The hour-long act can leave the mals.
"It's a cultivated mushroom in the
starts appropriately on Valentine's female with painful- gashes. But this
"I can't tell you how much I Orient, a tropical species," he says. "I
Day and lasts for eight days, is re- year, the highlight is the product of want a cigarette after this tour," she don't know how they mistake it, but
stricted to "mature audiences only." one rough roll in the hay: a 60-pound says.
they are consuming it with dire consequences."

Men allegedly used bacon in assault

situation called for it," said Walski.
Rob Highum just moved to
All students living on-campus also Winona. He didn't know about the
were notified about the program, said program when asked. He lives in a
WSU Security employee Jennifer house in which several apartments
Guse.
are housed and which includes a
"All the dorm people got bro- common entry way.
chures," said Guse.
"No, I don't turn the light on but
The brochures are also available someone does every night," said
at the main desk of Sheehan Hall, Highum. "I would be glad to help if
said Guse. First-year students were someone needed it though."
informed of the program during oriThe other four people apentation last fall, she said.
proached for the survey did not know
Heidi Richardson lives on Center about the program but had porch
Street. She turns her porch light on lights on. All said that if someone
every night because she has a lot of in trouble asked for their help, they
college students living around her.
wouldn't turn them away and would
"The program is the reason why help if possible.
we turn. our light on at night," said
All also said they will continue
Richardson, a recent WSU mass com- turning on their porch lights now .
munication graduate.
that they know about the program.
Student Stacey Shoyat lives on
"Yeah, we'll keep it on now that
King Street. She knows about the you told us (about the program),"
program.
said Ryan Warner, who also lives
"I feel I'm helping out the com- on King Street less than one block munity and helping to prevent the off campus.
reoccurrence of attacks around cam"It's going to take a year or two
pus," said Shoyat.
years before people start getting
The attacks to which Shoyat re- used to it (the program)," said
fers are the two reported sexual as- Walski. "It's more of an on-going
saults in 1995, both of which local thing."
media publicized.

One journal contributor likened it
to playing mushroom roulette, but in
this case the players don't know the
gun is loaded.
The latest California mushroom
scare involves at least nine people,
including one of the heirs of the
Sebastiani wine family. He died and
the other victims were treated for
liver damage.
As described by California physician Bill Freedman in the article "Recent Amanita phalloides Poisonings,"
available in Mushroom the Journal's
Summer 1996 issue, toxins from the
death cap are brought by blood from
the intestines to the liver.
Some toxologists believe if too
many death caps are consumed nothing can prevent the destruction of the
liver and - without a transplant - death.
Diarrhea, nausea and vomiting are
the first signs of poisoning. The longer
it takes the symptoms to arrive,
Vergeer wrote in 1984, the less chance
there was of a severe poisoning. Fifteen hours is relatively good, four
hours is bad.
Northwesterners shouldn't expect
to see death caps in Idaho or Washington-yet.

The tasty killer mushrooms are
sweeping north from San Francisco, '
presumably hitchhiking in the roots
of coast live and cork oak, two species not indigenous to the Northwest.
There are some reports of the death
cap in Oregon.
Freedman's 1996 article describes
an April 16 poisoning in Medford,
Ore., from Amanita ocreata, a similar
mushroom variety that also attacks
the liver. Freedman said the Oregon •
mushrooms were found near an oak
tree.
The killer mushrooms may have
originally been imported to California from a nursery species, likely
cork oak - either from Europe or the ,
east coast, which means it could have ,
been available to Northwest
nurseries.Other experts remain skeptical.
Once here, some scientists suggest, wayward spores of the death
cap fell on the coast live oak, which
were as hospitable as the cork oak.
The same could happen with other
tree species the death cap happens to
fall in with, Tylutki says.

City's raciest sex show at the zoo

WE'LL PAY YOU TO HAVE
EXCITING WEEKENDS.
The Army Reserve will give you weekend excitement like
you've never had before, and you can earn more than $18,000
while you're enjoying yourself during a standard enlistment
Think about it. On a part-time basis, usually one weekend a
month plus two weeks' Annual Training, you could earn good
pay, have a good time, make good friends and even be entitled
to good benefits and opportunities to get money for education.
You'll also be getting hands-on training in a skill that will
last you a lifetime.
Army Reserve knows how to make weekends interesting. Are you interested?
Think about it. Then think about us. Then call:
454 2107 in Winona or visit us on the Web at
www.mnarmy.com
-

BE ALL YOU CAN BC

ARMY RESERVE
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The opinions expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State University and College
system, Winona State University, its faculty or staff, or the student body.
.The Winonan welcomes all letters to the Editor. All letters must be clearly written or typed, and include your name, major,
year in school and phone number (for our use). Letters may be sent via Email, but must include the previous information.
Letters not meeting these criteria will not be published.
The Winonan reserves the right to edit letters for grammar, punctuation and space.
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Campus forum: Is there a

Registration a hassle better form of registration?
but it seems to work
The dreaded word "registration" is
enough to strike fear in the hearts of
any underclassmen. It means waiting
in line while eyeing the list of classes
nervously, hoping the person in front
of you won't get the last seat in your
class.
The idea of using a phone registration, and now a web registration, have
been presented in hopes of cutting
down the wait in line. However, it
won't change the fact that freshmen
get the last pick and seniors can prance
into any class they want. What's the
difference between standing in a line
with your friends and sitting in front
of computer or phone with your finger on the re-dial for fifteen minutes?
Registration is a lot like getting
concert tickets. The devoted ones
who arrive days in advance and camp
out in front of the doors will get the
best seats in the best classes.
It seems unfair to freshmen that
they can't get the classes they want,
but would it be fair to an upperclassman who is ready to graduate, been
here a few years and done his or her
i

time to be edged out of a class because of a freshmen?
The university is set up so that
there are a lot of seats in the general
education courses all freshmen have
to take, English I and II, math and
science courses.
Many professors will also let you
"blue card" into closed classes if you
pester them enough, but don' t always
count on that. However, if you've
planned ahead, there should be plenty
of classes available to you each quarter.
If there is a shortage of seats in a
class or a shortage of classes in general it's not registration's fault but
rather the lack of funds which the
university is trying to combat.
The current method of registering
is effective because it weeds out the
lazy people. Only the strong survive.
Registration is an evil hungry
monster that eats unprepared,
undedicated underclassmen. Hey,
that's kind of how the world works
too!

By Dean Korder

CAROL SAYS

Tom Grier
director of public information
office
Some kind of on-line
computer system. Either by email or using forms on the world
wide web so a student could
select from home the courses
they wanted and could get an
immediate feedback on if the
course is still available."

Bob Walscheid
sophomore/business
administration major
"Electronic data registration.
Three students and the
administration were looking at a
product from Datatel. The only
problem is it cost $600,000.00,
and we are looking for a way to
fund it."

Mohammad Gaffar
junior/computer science major
"A system where you can
register by-phone. I also support
registration by electronic mail."

.

Letters To The Editor
Suggestion for an
ex-wife

Service has decided to deport Waleed
solely on an erroneous letter they
received over six years ago. This one
letter, which falsely alleges marriage
I'm writing this letter on behalf of fraud, was written by Waleed's first
Waleed M. Al-Balawi, whom I've wife and can now destroy a family.
known for four years and his wife The INS intends to force Waleed out
Amy S. Torbenson, whom I've known of the country and separate him from
for eight-and-a-half years. When I his wife and children, who will have
was told of their situation, I was ap- no means of support. This is not right.
palled to think that the Immigration
This does not have to happen.
and Naturalization Service has the There has been a great deal of talk in
power to rip apart a family based government lately about restoring
solely on a letter falsely alleging mar- family values. I believe that a family
riage fraud by his ex-wife. This scares is one of the most sacred things we
the hell out of me. This would leave have. I also have a great deal of conAmy with no choice but to drop out of fidence in our ability to save this
college and become a single parent family from this nightmare. Please
with no means of financial support. contact the INS and tell them that
Come on, let's think about this. Usu- what they are doing to the Al-Balawi
ally people like Waleed's ex-wife go family is wrong and will not be acon talk shows when they need atten- cepted.
tion. Maybe the solution is just aplane
Sincerely,
ticket to the Ricki Lake show. This
Lynette J. Picha Hoese
way she can make a fool .of herself,
and Waleed and Amy can get on with
their life and the love, trust, honest,
and loyalty the family has. And isn't
that what every family wants?
Sometimes the Winonan exposes
and examines an issue that pervades
Sincerely,
the heart and soul of Winona State's
Kevyn Remlinger
student body. Sometimes the
Winonan's editorial staff presents
such a compelling argument that the
campus as a whole jumps into action.
Unfortunately, this is not one of those
times. The Winonan attempted, this
I am writing to you to bring to your past week, to tackle a problem that
attention a very disturbing matter. A plagues a large group Of young colbeautiful family that I have had the lege students. This problem is underopportunity to get to know over the age drinking.
The heightened sense of awarelast three years, is in jeopardy of being torn apart by an agency within the ness of this problem comes in lue of
United States Government. I believe the Jan. 23 police raids of the downthat we, working together, could liter- town drinking establishments. The
ally keep this family, and possibly Winonan was able to find a topic that
others, from suffering a great tragedy. was definitely on the minds of the
Waleed Al-Balawi and Amy student body. The problem, however,
Torbenson, have been married for was that their juvenile attempt at comthree-and-a-half years, and they have pelling the student body into action
two adorable children; Khalid; who is only set more students against the
three, and Samira, who just turned paper and the problem of underage
one. Waleed is a devoted husband and drinking.
The sad photographic attempt at
father. He is employed full-time at
Lucas Body Systems of Winona. Amy displaying the student body as a bunch
is currently a full-time student at Wi- of drunken idiots, with nothing on
nona State University. Waleed works their minds but where their next drink
the night-shift to support his family or drug is coming from, is not deservand takes care of Khalid and Samira ing of even writing about. The simple
during the day while Amy attends fact that the editorial saw a need to do
school. Waleed has been very sup- this only goes to show how utterly out
portive of Amy's education and has of touch this article is. The written
encouraged her to finish her degree.
See letter, page 5
Immigration and Naturalization

Winonan out of
touch with students?

Supports friends

Impressions
from the
Hypogeum

Susan Bringe
sophomore/marketing major
"Phone registration would be
great. Other schools draw cards
instead of going by credit."

Kathrine Skogen
sophomore/graphic design
"It would be complicating no
matter what we do. One way
would be to use computers; it
would take a lot of computers
though. It is kinda funny
standing in line."

Stewart Shaw
registrar
"Some form of self
registration. Either from a
computer keyboard over the
internet or by touch-tone phone."

Burning Bridges
By Dave Adams
Columnist
So I Says to the Guy, "What's the
word on the street?" The word on the
street is... love. It's what everyone is
talking about this week. Why? It's
Valentine's Day on Friday. I believe
there are two different ways of looking at V-Day: Either you look forward
to Valentine's Day so bad it hurts, or
it hurts so bad you look forward to
root canal work while listening to the
Spice Girls. (If you don't know who
the Spice Girls are, don't worry. Life
will go on.)
In light of this super-duper celebration of love coming up in two
days, I would like to offer my suggestions on how to either improve your
night of romance with your significant partner, or to make it through the
most sickening day of the year. Use
this list, copy it, pass it around. I don't
care.
*Disclaimer: I am single. Probably for a reason. Therefore, this unprofessional advice should be taken,
and used, at your own risk. I assume
no responsibility for any misunderstandings, arguments, break-ups, or
any strange acts which result in hospitalization.

The fact that there are no lyrics to
distract you during sex makes Yanni
one of the premiere V-Day artists! By
avoiding insightful lyrics or phat beats,
Yanni can aid in your night of seemingly unending bliss and/or multiple
orgasms!
Star Wars soundtrack, by John
Williams.
This music will help any male with
an inferiority complex feel more superior in bed. The repeating trumpet
swells, flowing strings, and cymbal
crashes can make any man feel like he
is conquering the universe, and saving the danish-donned princess from
the clutches of the evil empire.
May the force be with you!
Nine Inch Nails — Pretty Hate
Machine.
If you hate V-Day, this is for you.
Your tortured soul, feelings of selfloathing, and incessant need to carve
satanic symbols in your forearms will
be best dealt with on V-Day by playing this disc over and over again.
Volume levels should peak well into
the red.
Marilyn Manson — Anti-Christ
superstar.
See Nine Inch Nails.

Optical Delights
Mellifluous Musicality
If you're looking for music to make
Can't Buy Me Love — Patrick
your night of romance special, I sugDempsey stars as a high school nerd
gest the following:
who pays a gorgeous, popular blonde
girl to pay attention to him so he can
Barry White — Any album, any
become popular also. Dempsey' s
song, any time.
character ends up becoming too popuIf you think there's even the slightlar for his own good, he becomes a
est possibility you're going to have
jerk, then looses the popularity and
sex, you should slip in a Barry White
the girl he worked so hard to get.
CD. (If you have a record player, get
Dempsey is a dork, but his female coa hold of the album! It's the way Barry
star is pretty exceptional.
White records were meant to be
Stealing Home— Mark Harmon,
played.)
Jodie Foster
Yanni — Pick one. They all sound
The story of a young man who has
the same.

the coolest baby-sitter in the world.
Jodie Foster stars as a rebellious, depressed baby-sitter who is employed
by a wealthy New England family to
watch their son Billy. She lets him
smoke, drink, drive without a license
and eventually have sex with her.
Mark Harmon plays Billy as a
grown man. Unemployed and living
in a hotel, Billy's mother calls to tell
him that Jodie Foster's character comrnitted suicide. He travels home to
find that he has been given the responsibility of disposing of her ashes without any specific instructions about
where to dispose of them. His job,
from then on, is to think back to his
childhood and remember the one place
where she wanted to have her ashes
scattered, and get his act together.
Not to get mushy or anything, but
I liked this movie. Okay, so I'm a
wimp.
Seven — Morgan Freeman, Brad
Pitt, Kevin Spacey
This is a romantic movie if I ever
saw one. Fat, smelly dead people,
dehydrated, rotting corpses, and psychopaths with no fingerprints combine to create the most romantic movie
in the history of Hollywood. If you're
looking to get your mind off the love
and joy your non-single friends are
experiencing, cuddle up with Seven,
a lukewarm Rhubarb pie, and enjoy!
Rambo I, II, III, etc. — Sly
Stallone
I think you know what these movies are about. Great entertainment for
the romantically challenged. No
thought involved whatsoever, just
bullets, bombs and blood.
Happy V-Day, you suckers!

Carol says; "Good gravy, you
should write a column about how
dumb men are. A column that tells
about how stupid men are and how
stupid they act." Just what the world
needs, I thought to myself, another
homage to all those sad clichés about
men behaving badly.
Carol says I should write a column about how men can't take a
hint. There's this one guy who keeps
asking her out and she's always giving him excuses. She doesn't want
to go out with him, but she can't be
mean to him either. So, she talks to
him when she sees him because he's
"a really nice guy," and he continues
to ask her out and she continues to
give him excuses. Carol asks; "Why
can't he just get the hint ?"
Carol says, as she brushes back
her shoulder length blonde hair from
her eyes and sits on the stool at work,
that she's going out with a guy, but
he's not her "boyfriend". The other
night they went 'grocery shopping
together and she bought him some
yogurt. They had a macaroni and
cheese dinner. They spent the night
together. They didn't do anything.
They just slept. She keeps talking as
if to convince me. I just look at her.
Finally, I ask her how long it takes to
become her boyfriend. She laughs
and smiles, but she doesn't say how
long that it takes.
Carol says that she just got a
postcard from a guy she used to go
out with. "What do I do if he comes
back?" Now that she was seeing
someone who wasn't her boyfriend,
she was wondering what she would
do if the other guy who wasn't her
boyfriend came back and wanted to
go out with her. "Should I write and
tell him I'm seeing some else?" She
decides not to tell him. "It's not like
he's my boyfriend or anything."
Carol says that she's tired. She
goes on to explain that she went out
last night and had a little bit too
much of a good time. In the morning,
the guy she's been seeing walked
"the walk of shame" with her. She
didn't have on any make-up, hadn't
taken a shower or brushed her teeth,
and was still wearing her clothes
from the night before! He kissed her
when they reached her place.
Carol says that the guy she's been
seeing has become the guy she's
been dating. I'm not sure what that
means.
Carol says she has a friend that
dated a guy who had a name for his
penis. He called it Gabriel. Carol's
friend asked the guy why he called it
Gabriel. The guy says that he noticed one night that when it was hard
"it looked like an angel blowing a
trumpet." Carol doesn't expand on
the subject and I don't ask. Carol's
friend thought that the guy was pretty
stupid so she only went out with him
for about a month, but her girlfriend,
so Carol says, still talks about Gabriel
and what a wonderful personhe was!
Carol says, looking like my little
sister, most men don't know what a
woman likes. But, the guy she's been
dating helps her on with her coat.
When he first did it, she didn't know
how to react. "I'm just not used to
things like that. He got up and
grabbed my coat and I was wondering where the hell he was taking my
coat!"
Carol says that most men don't
like to cuddle. "It's always about
sex. One minute you're sitting there
laying on the couch together and the
next minute his hands are all over
you. Good gravy! Women like to be
held. Don't men know that by now?
see Dean, page 5
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Dean
continued from page 4

woman can take."
Carol says this. Carol says that.
Carol says all these things while we're
sitting at work together. I answer her
questions when I can, I listen to her as
she speaks, and I learn a little about
myself in the process.
Carol says I should write a colunin
about men behaving badly. I tell her . I
can't write a column about any such
thing because, after all, I'm a marl!
Does she think I'm stupid or something?

You should write a column about it
and tell 'em."
Carol says she had a fight with the
guy that she's been dating. They sat
and argued for hours about her not
being able to commit. They argued
about the guy that she used to see
before him moved away. They argued for so long that he started to
drive Carol nuts. Finally, she just
rolled over and went to sleep. She
says she "still likes him and everything, but there's only so much a

SEX ON THE BERC
Famous Fat Tuesday Doiquiry

Letter
continued from page 4
section of the article, chooses to focus
on two questions, or statements, supposedly posed by underage drinkers.
The first of these is a question on
many underage minds: "Why don't
they focus on busting the real criminals?" The Winonan makes the point
that the police do concentrate on real
criminals because underage drinking
is against the law. The Winonan rationalize this by stating that a doctor
should, and does, treat minor injuries
and no one thinks they should only
"focus on the real patients." Basic
level logic teaches that making a false
analogy such as this only avoids the
real question—is the law just? While
the Winonan reports on the raid and
reactions of the raid, they fail to understand why students are perplexed
as to why the police enforce the age
limit. In the minds of many students,
the law needs to be replaced due to the
fact that they, as adults, feel they are
being deprived of a basic right held by
other adults. The Winonan chose to
interview students that typified their
idea of the typical college student.
While the editorial is the opinion of
the paper and its writers, it still has the
responsibility to present a well-balanced take on student views.
The second statement—"underage
drinkers aren't hurting anyone" is even
further misunderstood. Basic logic
again shows that an authority figure
with prior motives or lack of expertise
should not be considered an authority.

100% BEST PRICES
GUARANTEED !!!

UNBREAK STUDENT TOUR
CALL: 1-800-446-8355
Htto://www.uresource.com/sunbreok

The downtown, non-bar business
owner most certainly would fall into
this category. Even if the business
owners don't have a motive, in what
way are they masters of the underage
drinking issue? Furthermore, the Winonan fails to even ask about underage drinkers in both of their "experts." They note that one business
had its windows broken and that a
police officer said that alcohol-related offenses were on the rise in the
downtown area. Excuse me, but did
either of the two underage drinking
experts say anything about underage
drinkers? No, they did not. The reading public, however, is supposed to
infer that. A matter of common sense
need also be pointed out to the Winonan. The number of alcohol related
offense usually go up after a raid on
bars.
The Winonan states that the student concerns are "laughable" or
"downright ridiculous." The only
thing that seems to be "laughable" or
"downright ridiculous" is the
Winonan's view of their simpleminded college audience. The Winonan seems to forget that they are
reporting to an educated and their
stretching of the facts and pathetic
reporting skills just don't cut it on
important issues. Next time when
something important comes up in the
paper, be advised that the views exposed there in are not the views of the
campus as a whole.
David Hazen
Senior history major

party (par'te)
n. 1. a) a group of people working together to establish or promote particular theories or principles of government
which they hold in common 2. any group of persons acting together; specif., a) a group sent out on a task or mission
b) a group meeting together socially to accomplish a task c) a group assembled for amusement or recreation

Their Idea of a Party.

Our Idea of a Party.

DirtigeOns&Dragorno
You're tired of towing the party line. You're looking for
some excitement in your life. You crave action. You want a
challenge. You want it? You got it. The ADVANCED DUNGEONS &
DRAGONS° Game is all that and more. It's you and a group of
friends playing characters, like warriors, wizards, and thieves, as
you explore and adventure your way through some of the wildest
worlds in fantasy and science fiction. It's learning how to work

together toward a common goal, solving problems creatively, and
walking around in someone else's shoes for a while. It's playing a
game where you control the action. You want to climb that tree, go
for it. You want to arm wrestle an orc, knock yourself out. It's
your call. There's no finish line to cross, no script to follow. The
only limit is that of your own imagination. So join the party with
the ADVANCED DUNGEONS & DRAGONS Game from TSR.

It's Your Party •
fie

(Bring Your Own Brain)

To find the store nearest you call toll-free 1-800-384-4TSR. Questions? Call Rob Taylor at 414-248-2902 or Email TSRConSvc@aol.com
. Visit us on America Online at keyword: TSR.
® and designate trademarks owned by TSR, Inc. ©1996 TSR, Inc. All rights reserved.
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ICE FISHING FOR FUN
By Paul Allen
Variety Reporter
This past summer may bring back
some fond memories of water skiing,
tubing and fishing for walleye on the
sunny open waters of Minnesota's
10,000 lakes. However, since we're
in the dead of winter, what could be
better in the "land of 10,000 frozen
lakes" than to do a little ice fishing!
Put aside those stereotypes of ice
fishing (courtesy of Grumpy Old Men)
because former Winona State student,
Nate Steere, breaks the mold.
Steere, 27, got his first taste of ice
fishing with college roommates back
when he attended South Dakota State
University. It wasn't until late last
fall that Steere and his best friend Jay
Thompson started talking about building their own ice shack.
"We scratched down a few ideas
and one day last December I loaded
up my truck with the supplies, unloaded them in my driveway and we
built it the same day," said Steere..
His six hole ice shack is 8 fetby12
feet and has a shingled roof, six foot
two inch interior wood paneled walls,
indoor/outdoor carpet, two fold-out
bunk beds, three ceiling lights and
more.
With deadly subzero wind chills
blowing relentlessly on the open ice,
keeping warm is definitely a major
concern. Steere and Thompson have
a 75,000 BTU furnace run by a 100
pound liquid propane cylinder to keep
them plenty warm. The electricity
runs through Steere's truck, which is
conveniently parked next to the shack.
This seems like the perfect set up
for a comfortable overnight stay, but
Steere and Thompson have only
stayed overnight once.
"That was the night that Jay and I
finished building the shack [finishing
touches] right on the ice," said Steere.
Steere, who is a carpenter/foreman, has his shack on Lake
Minnetonka. Whenever he has work
in the Twin Cities he and Thompson
try to get on the ice every weekend.
"The longest day I've ever spent
on the ice is probably from around
noon to midnight," Steere said.
According to Steere, a lot of effort
has been exhausted and not for just
another excuse to drink beer. He
genuinely takes his fishing quite seriously.
"We go out on the ice to fish, not
drink beer," Steere explained. "I'm
not saying that we don't ever have a
few beers, but the fishing is why we're
out there."
One of the bigger fish Steerecaught
was a 21 inch four pound walleye,
which he considers to be a pretty good
catch during the winter.

By Jennifer J. Dybas
Special to the Winonan

Photo courtesy of Nate Steere

As far as being on the ice with
other ice-fishermen, Steere has no
complaints.
"The shack has fortunately never
been vandalized and there have even
been times when I've run out of something and had to knock on someone's
door to borrow supplies," said Steere.
"You can never bring enough gear."
It has been an enjoyable ice fishing
season so far, but unfortunately for
Steere and Thompson, their shack
must be off the ice by February 28.
A few tips from Nate Steere:

1. Obtain a regular fishing
license; season goes from May
15 to Feb. 16.
2. If you already open-water
fish, just use what you have in
your tackle box.
3. You don't need to build
your own permanent shack; portable shacks can be rented.
4. As opposed to a $300 gaspowered ice auger you can buy
a $60 hand ice auger.
5. Fish out of your vehicle if
you can't rent a shack.

Photo courtesy of Nate Steere

Top: Standing outside the finished house, Nate Steere and Jay Thompson enjoy the nice cold
winter weather. Steere and Thompson built the house in one day.
Bottom: Sitting in the finished product, Nate Sterre takes a stab at ice fishing. Many students
head to lake in the winter to try their hand at ice fishing.

Valentine's Day is not
for the inde pendent
By Meg Ryan
Columnist
Anybody who knows me (and you
know who you are!) is probably skeptical about my ability to write a coherent Valentine's Day column without
whining about the holiday's contrived,
inherently evil nature, and generally
putting everybody else in a bad mood.
Well, guess what, you do know me
well.
Just joking! But really, does it ever
seem to you like 85 percent of the
population of WSU is involved in
some sort of romantic relationship?
Does that strike anybody else as somewhat odd? Aren't we supposed to be
young and free and independent? Is it
the cold? I don't think there's anything fundamentally wrong with being single. Marriage is an institution
invented by people who were lucky to
live to 30 without getting eaten by a
dinosaur. (Apologies to that guy from
"St. Elmo's Fire.")
Plus, having a significant other is
such a hassle. I don't have the energy
to try to figure out how much money
some guy's going to spend on something I probably won't even like (000h,
a Rap Musk body mist gift set!) so I

Student ID
provides
discounts
at area ski
slopes

can attempt to spend exactly the same
amount of money on something he
probably won't even 1 ike (hey, scented
shampoo for him!). I'd much rather
sit around with a bag of Cooler Ranch
Doritos, a case of Bud Light, and
Jenga. Now THAT'S a holiday!
Speaking of which, I think V-Day
is sort of backwards. One Mother's
Day when I was little, I asked my
mom why they didn't have Kids' Day.
"Every day is Kids' Day," she replied
(I was devastated when I found out
she didn' t make that up herself). Well,
the same should go for V-Day. Every
day IS couples' day, as evidenced by
my roommate, who has a three-month
anniversary this week and is therefore
destined to get two sets of flowers
within a five-thy time span. Unreal!
It's rough to hear your roommate
screaming when she finds out her
boyfriend's going to surprise her by
driving 2 hours to see her on V-Day,
when you know that nobody's spending a buck-fifty per gallon for gas to
drive to see you. It's difficult to watch
your friend spending an hour and a
half creating a beautifully artistic
Valentine for her boyfriend when you

see Valentine, page 8
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Winona State University students are making the most of the
winter wonderland by taking advantage of discount lift tickets at
near by ski areas.
Mt. La Crosse, located 30 minutes south in La Crosse, Wis., is
attracting Winona State campus
ski buffs with its student discount nights. Every Wednesday
from 5 p.m. until 9 p.m. area
students can purchase lift tickets
for $12 by showing a student ID.
Rental skis are$17 for the night.
WSU Sophomore . Kim
Hammil holds a season pass for
Mt. La Crosse. "I'm not a great
skier," she says. "But it's something different to do."
La Crosse offers 12 runs including "Mile Away," the longest run in Wisconsin and "Damnation," the steepest in the
midwest.
Brian Soderling and his
friends frequent Mt. La Crosse.
"It's not Breckenridge [Col.], but
it's not bad for the midwest."
La Crosse also grooms a halfpipe and free style area for snow
boarders.
"I'm planning on heading to
Utah for spring break," says Zac
Bergemenn. "It's nice to have a
place nearby to get a little practice in before I get out there."
One hour north of Winona, in
Frontenac, Minn., is another ski
hill that offers its student nights
on Thursdays from 4:30 p.m. until 10 p.m. With a student ID, lift
tickets are $9. Ski rental for the
night is also priced at $9.
Steve Hafeman has skied at
both places. "I like Frontenac
more than La Crosse. Their lifts
go to better places on the hills."
Krissy Livingston has also
visited both parks this season.
"Skiing is fun," she says. "It
helps break up the monotony of
winter quarter."
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VERUCA SALT
Eight Arms To Hold You
MINTY FRESH
'
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SPRING HEEL JACK

68 Million Shades
ISLAND

SOUNDTRACK

Gridlock'd
DEATH ROW

A Tribute To The Misfits
CAROLINE

You may recall that I have already
As experimental and innovative as
written about the importance of sopho- electronic music is, there is a band
more albums. For the members of wagon to jump on in every musical
genre.
Veruca Salt, this could be the end.
The groups first major release,
The way-out sound of now is drum
American Thighs, was quickly dubbed and bass. Leave it to a huge major
best album of the year by such quality label like Island to rope in some hot
publications as Spin magazine. In new act like Spring Heel Jack to spice
retrospect, most of the major rags are up it's 97 roster.
calling Veruca Salt an untalented outEven though I cringe at the amount
fit with the ability to produce a singu- of advertising and fanfare that this act
lar hit per album.
has received, I was pleasantly surI will agree. "Seether," the bands prised with 68 Million Shades. I went
breakthrough hit, was so catchy that into the album expecting an electronic
multiple listenings were used to in- version of corporate rock and walked
duce vomiting in poison control cen- away with a new perspective.
ters across the nation. On Eight Arms...
68 Million Shades has a distinct
the combo produces another quick fix sound that varies little from track to
single that forces the recall of their track, which can be blamed on the 'if
last hit. "Volcano Girls" even has a it ain't broke, don't fix it' saying. The
verse dedicated to "Seether." I'm sounds that oozed from my headsorry but you can't get any worse than phones was a mellow and creative
trying to score big with a song about soundtrack to paradise.
another song that did well.
If you simply can't resist the draw
that this pop album has, you won't be
made to suffer terribly. Eight Arms...
deep cuts are better than American
7-highs.

BOTTOM LINE: SWEETS
LIKE THIS ARE TEMPTING,
BUT HOLLOW.

BOTTOM LINE: CORPORATE AMERICA STUMBLES ACROSS SOMETHING GOOD.

KEY CUTS: VOLCANO
GIRLS, STONE FACE

KEY CUTS: MIDWEST,
PLATES, EEST

SOUNIYIRACK
Lost Highway
NOTHING

When a band does a cover tune
there are several ways to approach the
daunting task of playing a song that
may have had a direct influence on
their sound.
The cover tunes in this Misfits
tribute does an O.K. job of paying
homage to one of the most popular
hard-core punk bands of all time. One
way to do a cover is to try to make
your band sound like the original.
The Bouncing Souls, a rather poppy
punk band, tried this approach on
their •version of "Mommy Can I Go
Out And Kill Tonight." The result is
just what you'd expect from a bunch
of high schoolers trying to be tough.
Bouncing Souls can rock, but do no
justice to the Misfits legacy here.
Other bands will keep their sound
and simply pretend that the song they
cover was one of their own. NOFX
does this perfectly on "Last Caress."
The compilation also features some
stellar performances by 108, Sick Of
It All and Goldfinger.

Labels love soundtracks. They
generate loads of revenue and that is
exactly what Death Row needs right
now.
When you get a soundtrack it is
usually for one or two songs that pass
as decent, but when you listen to the
whole thing you regret buying it.
There usually are a few cuts on every
soundtrack from artists that are up
and coming and really need the exposure.
No such problem on this
soundtrack though. We have heard
from just about everyone in the Death
Row stable except new stuff from
Hammer!
Instead of new artists, Gridlock'd
features multiple combinations in
hopes that two headliners are better
than one. It is.
The 2 Pac and Snoop combo
"Wanted Dead Or Alive" proves the
two worked well together. There are
also some great solo e fforts from Lady
of Rage and 2 Pac shines on his cut
"Never Had A Friend Like Me."

SOUNDTRACK
Suburbia
DGC

With the executive producer being
none other than Trent Reznor and the
support of the Nothing roster, Lost
Highway has few surprises. We essentially have a collection of twenty
some songs imitating Mr. Reznor.
I exaggerate, but the majority of
the soundtrack may as well be on the
upcoming NIN release. Most notably, Nine Inch Nail's "Perfect Drug"
and Trent Reznor's "Driver Down"
set the albums tone.
David Bowie opens and closes the
23 track album with versions of "I'm
Deranged." Also appearing are the
likes of The Smashing Pumpkins,
Marilyn Manson, and Angelo
Badolament who provides several
mood setting instrumentals.
The one surprise in this compilation is Lou Reed's stirring "This Magic
Moment" which is about as about of
place as a Bing Crosby tune on a
Death Row compilation. Granted,
Lou is a pretty dark star but his music
is terribly different when compared
with the likes of Marilyn Manson.

BOTTOM LINE: MORE
BOTTOM LINE: TIME TO FILLER THAN FUNK, BUT
TOP OFF THAT COLL- STILL WORTH PICKING UP. BOTTOM LINE:
GET
ECTION?
WHAT YOU'D EXPECT.
KEY CUTS: LADY OF
KEY CUTS: NOFX; LAST RAGE; SHO SHOT, 2 PAC; KEY CUTS:
NIN, PERFECT
CARESS, 108; DEATH NEVER HAD A FRIEND DRUG, LOU REED; THIS
COMES RIPPING.
LIKE ME.
MAGIC MOMENT.

The third and final soundtrack of
the week, is my favorite.
The line on the soundtrack for a
Gen. X movie was picked perfectly.
Contributors include: Beck, Sonic
Youth, Boss Hog, Superchunk, Girls
Against Boys, and Elastic with
Stephen Malkm us.
A line up like that is sure to produce some great times. The obvious
hit makers come shining through with
tracks like Beck's "Feather In Your
Cap", which is a left over from his
time spent recording Odely.
Sonic Youth, who has the entire
Made In America soundtrack to their
credit, are incomparable soundtrack
musicians. 7 minute long instrumentals are a directors dream. Not to
mention that "Bee-Bee's Song" is a
great original. Also check out Sonic
Youth frontman, Thurston Moore's
"Psychic Hearts" which is an album
cut from a solo effort.
This is one of few compilations
that you will not have second thoughts
about.

BOTTOM LINE:
NO
CAMEO FROM EDDIE
VEDDER, BUT THIS MAY
RIVAL SINGLES.
KEY CUTS: ELASTICA
WITH STEPHEN MALKMUS; UNHEARD MUSICAL, SUPERCHUNK; DOES,
YOUR HOMETOWN CARE?

FREE T-SHIRT
4- $1000
Credit Card fundraisers
for fraternities, sororities
& groups. Any campus
organization can raise
up to $1000 by earning
a whopping $5.00/
VISA application.

Great
Weekend Escapes
op)
s low as 5109

Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callers receive

FREE T-SHIRT.

If you

have any
brains at all,
you'll be aware
of the danger
of depression.

d and United Airlines!

Depression is a suppression of brain
activity that can strike anyone. Its
powerful, it's constant, and it makes
life unbearable. It's also readily,
medically treatable. And that's
something everyone should know.

\/\./c- kend With United Airlines
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Within Zone A or B
Between Zone A & Zone B
Between Zone A & Zone C
Between Zone B & Zone C
Within Zone C

$129 roundtrip
$189 roundtrip
$269 roundtrip
$189 roundtrip
$109 roundtrip

Not valid for travel to/from IL/CO/AK/HI.

.

TOUR PACKAGE INCLUDES:

• R/T Air Departures From Minneapolis 2/28 & 3/1
• Airport / Hotel Transfers
• 7 Nights Of Luxury Hotel Accommodations
• Parties, Activities, & Optional Excursions
• All Hotel Taxes & Gratuities
• On-Location Trans Global Vacations Tour Staff
"

roundtrip Rates

To enjoy these low Weekender Zone Fares - plus earn Mileage Plus®
credit on your trip - just call your travel professional or United to
reserve your flight and redeem your certificate.
To receive these savings, use your MasterCard® card to purchase an
E-Ticketsm between Feb 1, 1997 and May 15, 1997 for travel between
Feb 15, 1997 and June 6, 1997. Outbound travel good on flights departing on Saturday. Return travel good on flights returning the Monday following departure (An exception for travel between zones A-C, Return travel may
also be on the Tuesday following departure)
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Zone Definitions:
Zone A AL, AR, CT, DC, DE, FL, GA, IA, IN, KY, LA, MA, MD, ME,
-
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Promo Code: AV0027
Ticket Designator: AV0027
Travel Complete: June 6, 1997
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To make reservations, call United at 1-800-241-6522
or your travel professional.
Please reference Weekender Zone Fare Certificate AV0027.
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Lice Your MasterCard® Card

Best Prices

Student Express Inc.
1.800.787.3787
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With Air

FREE Parties

r Weekender Zone Fare Certificate

MI, MN, MO, MS, NC, NH, NJ, NY, OH, PA, RI, SC, TN, VA, VT, WI, WV
B - ID, KS, MT, ND, NE, NM, OK, SD, TX, UT, WY
AZ, CA, NV, OR, WA

Zone
Zone C -

Not valid for travel to/from IL/CO/AK/HI.
---------

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
Promo Code: AV0027
Valid Carrier: United Airlines/Shuttle by United/United Express.
Valid Routing: Roundtrip travel must begin and end in the 48 contiguous United

Stales (IL/CO/AK/HI excluded). All travel must be via the routes of UA in which UA
publishes Economy Class fares. One way travel/stopovers/circle trip/open segments/
waillisling/standby are not permitted. Open jaw permitted. (IL and CO excluded as
origin/destination; however, connections through CHI/DEN are permitted.)
Valid Ticket Dates: Feb 1 through May 15,1997.
Valid Travel Dates: Feb 15 through Jun 6, 1997. All travel must be complete by Jun 6, 1997.
Blackout Dates: 1997: Mar 22, 29. Apr 5,12. Outbound travel must be on flights
departing on Saturday, with return travel on !lights the Monday following departure, or
the Tuesday following departure it the passenger is traveling .between zones A-C.
Class of Service: V class. (Seats are capacity controlled and must be available in the
required booking inventory at the time reservations are confirmed.)
Advance Purchase: Within 24 hrs of making reservations, at leas114 days prior to departure.
Min/Max Stay: Saturday-night stay minimum. RETURN TRAVEL MUST BE THE IMMEDIATE MONDAY FOLLOWING DEPARTURE: AN EXCEPTION FOR TRAVEL BETWEEN ZONES
A-C, RETURN CAN ALSO BE THE IMMEDIATE TUESDAY FOLLOWING DEPARTURE.
Mileage Plus Accrual: Discounted travel is eligible for Mileage Plus credit.
Ticketing: E-Ticketing only (electronic ticketing service).
Taxes/Service Charges: All fees, taxes and surcharges including Passenger Facility Charges
(up to $12) are the responsibility of the passenger and must be paid at lime of ticketing.
Cori Restrictions: Certificate is required for discount and must be presented at lime
ol ticketing. Accept original certificate only Non-exlendible, non-combinable with
other air travel certificates or discount fare offers (Mileage Plus awards/SilverWings
awards/convention/group/tour/senior cilizen/student/child/travel package/travel industry discount/ military/government/join)/interline/wholesale/bulk),

8 016 5003000045
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not replaceable if lost or stolen. No cash value: may not be sold or bartered. Protection
for (light irregularities will be on United/United Express/Shuttle by United Nights only.
Discount applies to new purchases only and will not be honored retroactively or in
connection with the exchange of any wholly or partially unused ticket. One ticket per
certificate redeemed. Void altered or duplicated.
Ticketing Restrictions: Non-refundable. Non-transferable after ticketing. Change in
origin or destination is not permitted. Tickets MAY BE revalidated for a $50 per ticket lee.
W1997 MasterCard International Incorporated

Agency Ticketing Instructions: See S*PMA/AV0027 for detailed information
1.Treat as Type 'A' Discount Certificate
-Use Fare Basis Code: VE14NSTU
VE14NSTD (zones A-C)
-Use Ticket Designator: AV0027
-Endorsement Box: VALID UA ONLY/Non-Ref/No !tin Changes
2. Refer to ARC Industry Agents' Handbook, section 6.0 for details.
3.Failure to comply with promotion guidelines could result in debit memo.
UAL ATO/CTO Ticketing Instructions: See S*PMO/AV0027
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COLUMNIST

Things My Mother Taught Me
By Sally A. Miller
Columnist
I am not quite 30, and I don't
propose that I have all the answers.
But recently, someone heard I had
just celebrated my 12th wedding anniversary, and asked what my recipe
was for happiness.
How corny. There is no recipe for
happiness. A recipe is something that
requires precisely measured amounts
of certain things that, when combined
in a carefully controlled environment,
will produce a desired result. Too
much or too little of any one ingredient will cause the recipe to fail.
In relationships, there are some
things you can never have too much
of, and things you can never have too
little of.
For example:
You can never have too little criticism. It's like vinegar in many ways:
it's bitter, it is never enjoyable, and
even a little drop can sour something
sweet.
You can never have too much appreciation. Everyone likes to know
their efforts are useful and appreciated. Whether you are giving a
backrub, editing a term paper, or fixing a car, you like to know you've
made life a little easier for someone
special to you.
You can never have too little selfishness. I know the prevailing theories don't encourage this type of thinking, but it's true never the less. Instead of concentrating soley on our
individual hopes and dreams, we think

about what the other wants and dreams
of. We work together for the "we"
that we are, and not the "I" that we are
sometimes tempted to be. We are always looking out for each other. We
aren't two people going in two directions alone, we are two people going
in one direction together.
You can never have too much respect. We recognize the other is an
individual with thoughts and opinions about everything from football
to finances to parenting to politics.
We value the experiences and opinions that have made us what we are,
and appreciate the worth of our differences. We are both prideful people
though, and sometimes we have been
disrespectful to the point of dysfunctional. But we have learned to discuss
our problems, find and apply solutions, and then say "I'm sorry" and "I
forgive you", and move on, letting
past mistakes stay in the past.
You can never have too little outside interference. I am not talking
about truly dysfunctional relationships
where outside intervention is critical
to the well-being of one of the. parties
involved. I am talking about our decision to keep our marriage between us.
I don't go behind his back to my
mother or sister or friend and tell them
he's being a jerk. He doesn't do that
either. We work it out between ourselves, and never speak badly of each
other to anyone. I don't allow anyone
to speak badly of him, and I can guarantee you he doesn't allow anyone to
speak badly of me (just ask his
mother).
You can never have too little ex-

citement. Some of my most precious
memories are of the nights we have
sat on the couch, snuggled together,
talking for hours and hours about virtually nothing. While our children are
tucked safely in their beds upstairs,
we sit downstairs talking about everything from grouchy professors to
our most cherished childhood memories. We don't need to go out to have
fun: we have fun being wherever we
are together.
You can never have too much
laughter. When I came home and told
him I had slammed his truck into a
snowbank while doing "donuts" in
the Purple lot one snowy evening, he
laughed. When I told him I was too
cute to do dishes, he laughed, kissed
my nose and said I was right. When he
wakes me up at night with his obnoxious snoring, I tickle him to get his
attention. I even laugh when he cheats
at Scrabble. And while we are still
jokingly engaged in a never- ending
battle of blankets, we've both grabbed
extra covers from the linen closet. We
are best buddies, and put more energy
into nurturing that friendship than any
other friendships we have.
You can never have too much of
the little loving things. I am grateful
for the little things my husband does
everyday. I don't need diamonds,
flowers, candy or romantic dinners to
feel loved, because I don't feel any
less loved on the other 364 days of the
year that aren't Valentine's Day. I
feel loved when he rubs scented lotion into my feet every night and
massages my pregnant tummy. I feel
loved when he does all the laundry

and mops the floors. When I have
nightmares, he doesn't mumble words
meant to be soothing and then roll
over: he holds me until I stop crying
and fall asleep.
Finally, you can never haye too
much unconditional love. It was easy
for him to love me when I was a svelte
teenage girl with bewitching green
eyes, and it was easy for me to love
him when he was a strapping blonde
and blue-eyed young football player
in a letter jacket . But now, after 12
years of marriage and a few pregnancies, we are not the slim and trim
couple we used to be. I'm a much
better cook, and it shows! But we
wouldn't go back to being who we
were then, loss of his hair and my
waistline not withstanding. Back then,
I loved him desperately, and he was
truly pathetic about me, but we've
learned a great deal about each other
along the way, and where we are now
is really pretty awesome place to be;
compared to where we've been. It's
not that we weren't in love before, it's
just that this is a more intense love;
based on the shared growing experiences of the past 12 years (plus the
three years we dated before that).
Frankly, I don't need a house in the
bluffs, or a sports car in the driveway.
I don't need trips to Hawaii or a big
diamond ring. Those things don't
soothe that scared feeling we all get
from time to time, when we feel alone,
even in a room full of people. What I.
need is a big bed with clean sheets and
a soft quilt, a snowy night, and my:
husband by my side...snoring.

The Beautician and the Beast is charming
By Brian James Fair
Movie Critic
The Beautician and the Beast
Rated PG/ 110 minutes
Directed by Ken Kwapis
Staring: Timothy Dalton and
Fran Drescher
As the title suggests The Beautician and the Beast is a variation on the
classic fairy tale of the beauty and the
beast. Only now the beast is the
president/dictator of a small eastern
European country and the beauty is
Joy Miller a highly skilled beautician

452-9073

from New York. Beginning with a
cartoon parody of the classic Disney
fairy tale image the movie set the pace
as a lighthearted comedy of a woman
still looking for her prince charming.
Joy Miller (Fran Drescher) is a health
and beauty teacher at a night school,
aspiring for the job of maintaining the
look of the New York lottery announcer. However when she saves
the science animals from a fire in the
classroom her life is changed when
the news makes the front page. She is
latter approached by a gentleman represen tative of the country of Slovensda
who saw the headlines and mistakes
her for a brave and noble science

or

1-800-4 TOW TRUCK

teacher. Joy accepts a job as the tutor
for the presidents children and soon
leaves for eastern Europe. Unfortunately it is not until after she arrives
that the mistake about her education
is discovered, and it is decided that
the best course of action is to simply
play along. President Boris Poe henko
(Timothy Dalton) is brutish and intimidating and his children are disciplined and afraid of him. Of course
Joy Miller does not exactly fit in and
the entire household is turned upside
down.
The Beautician and the Beast is a
charming movie and the plot is well
developed, however opinions of the

movie will be decided mostly around
the casting of Fran Drescher. Either
you like Fran Drescher and her accent
of her personality grates on you like;
sandpaper. Personally I find her more
like a sharp cheese grater, but I did,
find enough of the movie enjoyable to
set that aside. Timothy Dalton is
especially charming as the former dic-,
tator becoming a admirable president.
The ending is anti climactic as the pl6,.
fades away and all that is left is the
two main characters in a rather pre-.
dictable ending. Overall The Beauti-:
cian and the Beast is a very good
movie and while it is not essential to
see it in the theaters it is worth seeing. ,
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College Students

College Assistance Now...
Valentine

Continued from page 6

know that nobody's going to be putting forth that kind of effort for you.
It's hard to get e-mail from another
friend, asking for advice on what to
get her new boy for V-Day when you
know you have no good advice to
give.
Lord! I'm even depressing myself. Make it stop already! Did I warn
you about the whining? I'm checking... yep, yep I did.)
But seriously, could V-Day possibly come at a worse time for singles?
Mid-February is the most depressing
time of the year ANYWAY, let's invent a day where all single people are
forced to admit that no, none of my
previousrelationships worked out just
right, and yes, I'll be spending V-Day
at the bar with my REAL friends,
some toothless townies. Why don't

you Just put a nice big piece of duct
tape on the hair on my arm and rip it
off without warning?
As if I didn't need another crimp in
my love life, I was checking out the
WSU student directory and discovered that my phone number isn't even
in there!! How are random, ultrasexy guys going to call me up if I'm
not in the book?? At least they've got
my address so they can send me presents. Ah, the irony.
My favorite part of Valentine's
Day? Sugar, sugar, sugar. It's been a
whole month and a half since the last
major food-fest holiday, and I'm due
for a nice fat pig-out. Really, though,
whoever invented holidays really had
something with that "the family that
gains 20 pounds together stays together" idea. I LOVE IT! (For those

of you who are going to have to see
me in spandex at the basketball game
tonight, I apologize profusely - it's
been a rough week.)
I guess what I'm going to do this
V-Day is count my blessings. My
family loves me unconditionally
(you'd love me too if I was 300 miles
away), and my roommates love me
when I remember to do the dishes. If
my biggest complaint with my life is
that I'm not currently madly in love,
well, that's not altogether too shabby.
I could own only one pair of black
shoes, or have hair growing out of my
ears. Those are REAL problems!
Maybe some I should deal with in the
next issue. Right now I'm going to go
home and scarf down a Snickers or
two.

...Job Skills For Tomorrow.
If you're looking for help paying for college expenses, consider the benefits of joining the
Minnesota Army National Guard. For just a few days a month and a few weeks a year, you can earn
up to $27,000 in college assistance.
That's not all. You'll receive training in one of 300 different job skills that you can use in a civilian
career after you graduate. Make the decision that pays off today and tomorrow. CALL NOW:

1-800-657-3848
Mary Anne McMillan 507-453-2995
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Gymnasts
on a roll

Warriors
fall 85-71
to Wolves
By Brad Thede
Special to the Winonan

By Lisa Williams
Sports Reporter

formed her fast moving floor routine.
Floor is Kroening's favorite event,
and it's easy to see why as she reThe Warriors coined their sixth ceived yet another high score of 9.6.
win of the season after easily defeat- This score gave her a solid second
ing Centenary College of Louisiana place finish.
"I'm shooting for the school record,
Wednesday 179.925 to 175.025.
Although their final team score a 9.8," Kroening said.
Annemarie Green also showed off
dropped six points since last week's
'185.3, the crowd displayed their un- her first place performance on floor
conditional support as they clapped with a score of 9.675.
In addition, Green placed third on
and whistled their way through all the
the vault, beam and bars, winning the
WSU gymnasts' floor routines.
"It's really hard to get scores you all-around competition.
Another notable performance was
want at home," WSU coach Rob
Murray said. "A score of 180 at home given by Sommer Vaughan as she
helped bring the WSU gymnasts out
is a real challenge."
The Warriors' team score may not of the slump they have been experihave been at its highest, but many encing on the beam. Her solid routine
gymnasts flipped themselves com- notched a 9.4, good for the first place
finish.
fortably into scores in the nine's.
"We need to keep piecing together
Once again Kassy Kroening gave
the crowd something to "000hh" and
See Gymnastics, page 10
"ahh" about as she energetically per-

J. David Dicus/staff photographer

The Warriors' Heidi Wolf competes on the beam Thursday at McCown Gymnasium. She scored
an 8.75 in Winona State's 179.925-175.025 win over Centenary College of Lousiana.

Hazelton gets 1,000
in NSU Wolves' den

Warrior of the week...

Sarah Nelson: Making her mark

By Anna L. Derocher
Sports Editor
Her first year on the track and
field team at Park Center High
School 20 miles from the Twin
Cities was when she was a junior.
It was her first time running the
hurdles. It was a disaster.
"It was a big mistake," Sarah
Nelson said. "I fell on the first
hurdle. Everyone was done when
I looked up."
Sarah survived with a scraped
leg, but needless to say, Sarah didn't
run hurdles again and perhaps it
was this experience that called her
to the field events rather than those
on the track.
The Winona State junior has
been a consistent top finisher for
the Warriors this season. She set a
school record in the 20-pound
throw with a throw of 44 feet, 5 1/
4 inches at the Northwest Open.
Sarah broke her own record in
the same event 13 days later at the

University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
Invite, whipping the weight 46 feet,
two inches.
After Saturday's Luther-Alumni
meet, the four teams and the coaches
decided it would be "fun" to run two
miles...16 laps around the track.
"I finished last, but I did the whole
thing running," Sarah said, "Last
year I walked the last three laps, so I
don't care that I finished last."
Her laid-back attitude has been a
good thing for Sarah. For example,
last year she was part of the 4 x 200
meter relay at the UW-La Crosse Invite and she had never sprinted before.
As a participant in the field events,
Sarah chose to wear spandex shorts
while a lot of the runners wear swimsuit like bottoms. This posed to be a
minor problem for Sarah because the
loose spandex started riding up her
legs as she was running.
Not a big deal to Sarah. She ran the
race like nothing was wrong.
Sarah's best meet was also last
year at the Conference Meet. She
threw the shot put 39 feet, one inch,
farther than any woman in Winona
State history.
"I also placed first in the weight
throw," Sarah remembered. "But
that wasn't an event that counted in
the meet."
Amazingly, Sarah found her way
onto her high school track and field
team by a sign promoting an informational meeting.
"I wanted something to do in the
spring," Sarah said.
She had been a swimmer since she
was five years old and took up track
her junior year in high school.
"They don't have a swim team

here at Winona State," Sarah said.
"If they did, I would be in both
swimming and track, but only if
swimming were offered in the fall.
If swimming were offered in the
winter, I would only do track in the
spring."
Right now, with track season underway, Sarah can't find time to
continue swimming.
While in high school, Sarah found
time to participate in musicals. She
was in productions of Hello Dolly
and Anything Goes,
Sarah said Anything Goes was
the most fun for her because there
was also tapping along with the singing.
"I was on stage longer in Anything Goes," Sarah said claiming
she likes to be the center of attention.
"Don't we all'?"
When asked to describe herself in
one word, Sarah said she was unusual or weird.
Once when she was sitting on top
of a roof, she told her friend that the
drain looked like a slide for a Barbie
doll.
"When I talk," Sarah said. "only
one of my friends understands me."
As for understanding others, Sarah does.
She hopes to be a nurse and is
anxiously waiting to be accepted
into the nursing program.
"I want to be a nurse for the
scientific part," Sarah said. "I like
the hospital setting. I like to take
care of people.
"If someone has an owie, I say
`here's a band-aid.'"
As for now, Sarah plans of focusing on track until she is accepted into
Winona State's nursing program.

to reach the 1,000 point plateau when
she did it in 1996. Field currently sits
in third place all-time scoring with
1,157.
"This is a great moment for me
individually, something that will probably sink in a little later," Hazelton
said. "I just wish it could have come
along with a win here at Northern."
That brings us back to the bitter
where the Warrior women were feeling charitable as they turned the ball
over 32 times, including 18 in the first
half which led to a 40-20 half-time
lead for the Wolves.
The Warriors played well up until
the 9:14 mark in the first half when
NSU's defensive pressure via the full,
court press really started to take it's
toll on the Warriors.
Photo courtesy of public information office
"The key to tonight's game was
Northern' s press and their ability to
Jennifer Hazelton
create turnovers," WSU coach Terri
Sheridan said. "We really had a hard
time taking care of the ball and the
By Brad Thede
turnovers gave Northern a lot of opSpecial to the Winonan
portunities for easy baskets."
The Warriors also shot a dismal 26
ABERDEEN, S. D.— It was a percent from the field which also hurt
bitter sweet night of basketball for the them when they did have opportuniWinona State University women's ties.
basketball team. The bitter, simply
"We didn't shoot the ball particuput, came in the form of a 79-53 loss larly well tonight but that is going to
to the Northern State University happen against a good team like NorthWolves.
ern," Sheridan said.
The sweet on the other hand came
Hazelton celebrated after scoring
at the 13:25 mark in the second half eight of her 12 points. Sheridan called
when Jennifer Hazelton vaulted her- a time out and an announcement acself into Warrior women's basketball knowledged her achievement. At the
history by scoring her 1,000th career 13:25 mark in the second half,
point. Hazelton became only the fifth Hazelton scored 1,001. She also pulled
woman in history to score 1,000 points down six rebounds.
and currently sits at 1,005 points for
The high point scoring honors for
her career. She needs only 57 points the game were shared by NSU's
to pass former WSU basketball player Jammie Coyle, who scorched the
Lisa Lockwood and establish herself Warriors with 6-10 shooting from the
as the fourth highest scorer in Warrior field, 2-4 from 3-point land, and Chris
history.
Swanhorst who also chipped in 16 on
Vicki Field was the last women's
See Women's hoops, page 10
basketball player from Winona State

ABERDEEN, S.D. — It is always
a great atmosphere when two basketball teams take to the parquet floor in
Wachs Arena.
As was the case on Saturday night
as the Winona State University men's
basketball team squared off against
the Northern State University Wolves.
The Warriors came up empty handed
falling to the Wolves 85-71.
"I love playing here," WSU coach
Les Wothke said. "This is a game that
I really get jacked up for and I think
the players do to. The fans here at
Northern really get into the game. It's
always a battle up here."
For about 35 minutes, it looked as
if the enthusiasm that started the previous Saturday with a 75-68 win over
Southwest State University would be
the ingredient the Warriors needed to
sustain a winning streak.
That was not the case though as
Brad Sowinski's 29 points, eight rebounds and Justin Treptow' s 20
points, seven rebounds were not
enough to pick up the win over Northern State.
The Wolves' Jeremy Vliem paced
his team with 30 points and 12 rebounds.
The loss dropped the Warriors to
4-3 in Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference play and 10-11 overall.
The Wolves raised their record to
a league best at 6-1 in the NSIC and
17-3 overall.
"I thought we came out aggressive
and we really played well in that first
half," Wothke said.
That was evident as the Warriors
stormed out to an 8-0 run and led by as
many as five points against a good
Northern State team.
The Warriors sustained the intensity throughout the first half, until
there was four minutes remaining in
the first half when NSU took its first
lead and never looked back.
The Warriors went to the locker
room at half-time trailing 35-32, still
in good shape and still in a position to
win the game.
But physical play put the Warriors
in foul trouble through most of the
game as Warrior guard Cory Kreibich
picked up two early fouls and Mark
Tripp was tagged with three.
Tripp and Nate Landers held their
own against NSU's physical post
player, Vliem, but eventually succumbed to fouls as both Tripp and
Landers fouled out and left late in the
second half with seven points, four
rebounds and two points, two rebounds respectively.
"I thought Tripper and Nate did a
tremendous job tonight against
Vliem," Wothke said. "They (the officials) pretty much let Vliem have
his way down on the blocks but I
thought Mark and Nate did all they
could do to try and control him."
"We played with so much intensity tonight, it was a battle down there
on the blocks with Vliem," Tripp said.
The Warriors were out rebounded
See Men's hoops, page 10

Track and field team finishes 2nd of
BSU Beavers' Morrissey gnaws through four teams at Luther-Alumni Meet
DECORAH, Iowa—Saturday
proved to be a successful day for the
Winona State University track and
field team as they placed second of
four teams in the Luther-Alumni
players to score in double digits. Erin Meet.
Luther College took its meet by a
Walker and Katie Sipola added 24
large
margin scoring 132 points.
and 11 respectfully.
Winona
State followed with 30
Even though Winona State shot 56
points,
Loras
College took third with
percent for the game, 10 percent bet26
points
and
the Luther College
ter than its opponents, it wasn't enough
alumni
came
in
last with four points.
for the win.
The
Warriors'
April Eichhorn
The Warriors turned the ball over
placed
fourth
in
the
3,000-meter run
22 times compared to the Beavers'
for
a
personal
best
11
minutes, 34.87
15.
seconds. In the 55-meter dash, Jamie
Petersen placed first (7.91 seconds)
and Sarah Haugen placed second

WSU Warriors' defense with 32 points
The Beavers (3-3 NSIC, 9-11 overBEMIDJI, Minn.—Bemidji
State's Karen Morrissey's 32 point all) edged the Warriors 85-77.
effort put the visiting Winona State
The Warriors' Jeanelle Soland
Warriors in their place.
came off the bench to score a team
Morrissey, Division II second high- high 22 points, pull down eight boards
est scorer was 12-23 from the field, and dish out five assists. Soland also
including two treys and was 6-8 from dug up one steal to help her team.
the free-throw line. Two other Warriors were in double
Morrissey also pulled down a game figures. Both Jennifer Hazelton and
high nine boards and added one assist Rita Wolcott contributed 12 points.
and five steals. The Beavers also had two other

(7.98 seconds).
The 4 x 2000 relay teams placed
first and third. Tina Trueter, Lisa
Kaiser, Haugen, and Petersen won
the event in 1:54.99 and the relay of
Jess Bunker, Lisa 'S tockel, Erica
Wikenhauser and Missy Mlsha came
in third (1:58.86).
The 4 x 800 meter team of Katie
Kolles, Eichhorn, Kelly
Kamperschwer and Angie Hammond
placed third (11:04.12). Hammond
also placed third individually in the
800-meter run with a time of 2:45.83.
The 4 x 400-meter team placed
third (4:34.08). The team consisted
of Kaiser, Kolles, Hammond and Lori
Mikl.

Participants in the field events
had a strong showing Saturday.
Bunker was third in the long jump
with a personal best of 15-feet-10 3/
4 and placed fourth in the triple jump
(31-11).
Sarah Nelson placed second in
the weight throw (44 -- 4 3/4) and
fifth in the shot put (35-7 3/4).
Freshman Nicole Fischer placed
fourth in the weight throw (28-11
3/4) and finished fourth in the weight
throw (28-11 3/4).
The Warriors' compete again this
Friday when the travel to Iowa again
for the University of Northern Iowa
Open.
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WOMEN'S HOOPS RESULTS
Saturday, Feb. 8
Northern State 79, Winona State
53
WSU -Bohringer 3-4 0-0 6, Brock
1-6 1-2 3, Hazelton 4-5 4-7 12,
Wolcott 3-10 0-0 8, Laudont 3-6 3-4
9, Isham 0-1 1-2 1 Thomforde 0-2 00 0, Witberler 0-2 0-0 0, Miller 0-2 00 0, Zemke 1-4 0-0 2, Barthel 1-2 00 2, Egner 0-0 2-2 2, Granquist 0-2 22 2, Soland 3-9 0-0 6, Eichman 0-0 02 0; Totals 19-55 13-21 53.
NSU - Schmidt 1-2 4-4 7,
Swanhorst 7-10 2-3 16, Carney 2-6
0-14, Miluska 4-12 0-0 11, Coyle 610 2-3 16, Kaiser 1-4 0-0 2, Schott 02 2-2 2, Smith 1-4 0-1 2, S. Krause 15 0-1 2, M. Krause 0-0 1-1 1, Jensen
0-0 2-4 2, Bonnichsen 1-2 0-0 2,
Lesnar 4-6 2-2 10, Peters 0-0 0-0 0,
Iverson 0-0 2-2 2; Totals 28-63 1726 79.
Rebounds: WSU 43 (Hazelton
6), NSU 40 (Swanhorst 6); Three
pointers: WSU 2-12 (Wolcott 2-5),
NSU 6-21 (Mikuska 3-7, Coyle 2-4,
Schmidt 1-2); Assists: WSU 11
(Wolcott 3), NSU 15 (Mikuska,
Smith, M. Krause, Jensen,
Bonnichsen, Lesner 2); Turnovers:
WSU 32, NSU 18; Steals: WSU 6
(Laudont 2), NSU 18 (Coyle 5);
Technical foul: WSU (Laudont, 1),
NSU none.

Wednesday, Feb. 5
Winona State 77, Bemidji State
85
WSU - Hazelton 4-7 1-2 9, Brock
6-10 0-0 12, Bohringer 3-4 0-0 6,
Laudont 2-6 0-1 4, Wolcott 4-6 2-2
12, Isham 0-0 0-0 0, Witberler 0-0 00 0, Miller 3-4 2-28, Granquist 2-5 00 4, Soland 8-15 2-3 22; Totals 32-57
7-10 77.
BSU - Morrissey 12-23 6-8 32,
Hammel 1-4 0-0 2, Sipola 4-6 3-4 11,
Ohme 2-5 0-0 4, Walker 8-22 2-2 24,
Byers 0-0 0-0 0, Daniels 0-1 0-0 0,
Lyseng 0-3 0-0 0, Olson 1-1 0-0 2,
Rider 0-0 0-0 0, Schulze 4-4 0-2 8;
Totals 32-6913-18 85.
Rebounds: WSU 30 (Soland 8),
BSU 38 (Morrissey 9); Three pointers: WSU 6-9 (Soland 4-6, Wolcott
2-2), BSU 8-19 (Walker 6-11,
Morrissey 2-5); Assists: WSU 28
(Bohringer 6), BSU 26 (Ohme 9);
Turnovers: WSU 22, BSU 15;
Steals: WSU 4 (Laudont 2), BSU 10
(Morrissey 5); Fouled out: none.

MEN'S HOOPS RESULTS
Saturday, Feb. 8
Northern State 85, Winona State
71

NSU - K. Johnson 3-5 0-0 6,
Pankratz 3-7 5-5 11, Vliem 9-15 1217 30, Hanson 1-3 0-2 2, Miller 4-9
4-5 15, J. Johnson 1-5 0-0 2, Fischer
2-5 0-0 6, Zimmerman 0-1 1-2 1,
Undlin 5-8 2-2 12; Totals 28-58 24-

Warriors slip by
with 59-56 win

33 85.
Rebounds: WSU 26 (Sowinski
8), NSU 36 (Vliem 12); Three pointers: WSU 6-14 (Treptow 2-3,
Sowinski 2-4, Harms 1-1, Meincke
1-3), NSU 5-13 (Miller 3-4, Fischer
2-5); Assists: WSU 12 (Kreibich 5),
NSU 22 (J. Johnson 4); Turnovers:
WSU 17, NSU 14; Steals: WSU 4
(Lyons 2), NSU 7 (Pankratz 3);
Fouled out: WSU (Tripp, Landers),
NSU none.

By Chris Connelly
Sports Reporter
BEMIDJI, Minn.—When only one
Warrior has double digits, it doesn't
make for an exceptional game.
When the next highest scorer has
13 points, and is a member of the
opposing team, the win usually does
not come until the final seconds.
Winona State University had to
hold off the Bemidji State Beavers
until the last 50 seconds on Feb. 5,
sneaking by with a 59-56 victory.
Thirty points came from Brad
Sowinski who was the only Warrior to

Wednesday, Feb. 5
Winona State 59, Bemdji State
56
WSU - Treptow 3-5 0-0 6, Tripp
2-6 2-7 6, Meincke 0-3 0-0 0,
Kreibich 2-6 0-0 6, Sowinski 11-17
5-6 30, Harms 2-5 0-0 5, Lyons 2-5
0-0 4, Fitzsimmons 1-1 0-0 2,
Landers 0-0 0-0 0; Totals 23-47 713 59.
BSU - Lavelle 4-6 3-4 12, Ponto
1-4 2-2 4, Caron 3-7 1-2 7, Fazio 27 2-2 6, Greenwaldt 5-12 0-0 11,
Bragg 0-0 0-0 0, Frie 2-5 0-0 4,
Winfrey 4-9 4-4 12; Totals 21-50
12-14 56.
Rebounds: WSU 25 (Sowinski
8), BSU 31 (Ponto 9); Three pointers: WSU 6-12 (Sowinski 3-3,
Kreibich 2-4, Harms 1-3), BSU 214•(Lavelle 1-2, Greenwaldt 1-8);
Assists: WSU 13 (Lyons 4), BSU
13 (Fazio 7); Turnovers: WSU 13,
BSU 15; Steals: WSU 5 (Sowinski,
Lyons 2), BSU 6 (Greenwaldt 2);
Fouled out: none.

GYMNASTICS RESULTS
Saturday, Feb. 8
Gershon/McLellan
Invitational
Team results
I . Winona State, 146.875; 2.
Centenary College, 143.5; 3. UWLa Crosse, 142.2; 4. Hamline, 140.9;
5. UW-Oshkosh, 137.025; 6. UWRiver Falls, 131.425; 7. UW-Eau
Claire, 123.1.
Individual results
All-Around - 1. Annemarie
Green (WSU), 37.125; 2. Meredith
Sholars (C), 36.775; 3. Tiffany
Barden (UWO), 36.3. Vault - 1.
Sholars (C), 9.25; 2. Danielle
Tingwald (WSU), 9.075; 3. Green
(WSU), 8.95. Beam- I . Barden
(UWO), 9.575; 2. Rebecca Huntosh
(H), 9.4; 3. Michelle Mullis (C),
9.375. Bars -1. Heidi Wolf (WSU),
9.45; 2. Paulette Vanskike (C),
9.325; 3. Sholars (C), 9.25. Floor1. Green (WSU), 9.825; 2. Kassy
Kroening (WSU), 9.55; 3. Anne
Kintner (C), 9.5.

Thursday, Feb. 6
WSU - Treptow 6-8 6-7 20,
Sowinski 9-17 9-10 29, Tripp 3-7 12 7, Lyons 1-3 1-3 3, Kreibich 1-3 00 2, Harms 1-3 0-03, Fitzsimmons 01 0-0 0, Meincke 2-4 0-0 5, Landers
0-1 2-2 2; Totals 23-47 19-24 71.
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Winona State 179.925,
Centenary College 175.025
All-Around - 1. Annemarie
Green (WSU), 36.925; 2. Merideth
Sholars (C), 35.025; 3. Paulette
Vanskike (C), 35.0. Vault -1. Anne
Kitner (C), 9.4; 2. Green (WSU),
9.175; 3. Kassy Kroening (WSU),
9.1. Bars - 1. Vanskike (C), 9.3; 2.
Heidi Wolf (WSU), 9.15; 3. Green
(WSU), 9.025. Floor - 1. Green

J. David Dlcus/Staff photographer

Women's hoops

Winona State's Annemarie Green concentrates on her floor
routine which she won with a 9.675. The senior captain also
won the All-Around Thursday scoring a total of 36.925 points.

Gymnastics
Continued from page 9
beam, stay in shape and stay healthy,"
Murray commented. "We have a lot
of depth on beam, a lot of rotating."

Gershon/McLellan Invitational
LA CROSSE, Wis. -- Missing the
bar resulted in a fall that ended Heidi
Wolf's season last year as she was
carried off on a stretcher.
One year later, she prepared for
her bar routine at the Gershon/
McLellan Invitational hosted by UWLaCrosse.
This was the same site where injury unexpectedly struck her last year.
But shaky nerves and a bad experience weren't enough to hold this gymnast back.
Her routine broke Winona State's
record with a 9.45, and gave her a first
place finish on the event.
"I' ve never been so scared," Wolf
said. " I was very happy to do well, it
was getting over the mental aspect."
"It was one of her strongest performances," Murray said.
Wolf wasn't the only one breaking
records Saturday. Annemarie Green
beat her own school record on the

reach double digits, nine points corning from a show of three for three
from three-point land.
Bemidji State is now 0-6 in the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference, and 4-16 overall. Bemidji State
played hard, but its record doesn't
give them due credit.
With 6:05 remaining, the Warriors were up by 13. The next five and
a half minutes were played with only
two points scored for WSU. The
Beavers rallied, and tied the score at
56, with just under a minute to play.
Two free throws from Sowinski,
and one from Mark Tripp put the
Warriors ahead to seal the victory.

Continued from page 9

7-10 shooting from the field and 2-3 against the University of Minnesota.
from the free throw line.
Morris (5:45 p.m.).
The Warriors drop to 1-6 in the
In the two team's last meeting, the
Northern Sun Intercollegiate Confer- Warriors were defeated on the road
ence and 8-14 overall.
by the Cougers 65-54. Laurie Plahn
The Wolves improve to 5-1 in the scored a game high 28 points, while
NSIC and 17-3 overall.
her sister, Julie chipped in 15.
floor with a 9.825, which also put her
The Warriors next game is tonight
in first place.
Green also placed third on the vault,
and won the all-around competition.
In addition, the team competed
two points better than their invite
Continued from page 9
record, with a 146.875. This score
easily took the invite as the Warrior's 36 to 26 overall and 12 to three on the
The Warrior men get ready to
came three points ahead of the second offensive boards which led to a num- square off in another NSIC conferplace team, Centenary (143.5).
ber of second and third attempts that ence showdown against the Univer"We hadn't expected a meet against resulted in a number of easy baskets sity of Minnesota-Morris Cougars toCentenary to go into the winnng col- for NSU.
night (8 p.m.)
umn," Murray said.
Because the meet was hosted by a
Division III school, only the top four
scores, instead of five, counted toI
.4111.410.
wards the team score. This works to
the disadvantage of a team like WSU.
"That format allows teams without quite as much depth to be competitive," Murray said. " It was great
to maintain such a distance. The team
keeps showing a little more consistency. A big highlight was seeing
them come together."
The WSU gymnasts will travel to
Division I Northern Illinois University for their next competition on Saturday.

Men's hoops

6

Happy

Valentine's Day,

01)

The Winonan Staff Nur" 1

410
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FUN - CHALLENGING - REWARDING
Wisconsin 13adger Camp
Positions:
Prairie du
,p unselor,
Chien, WI
Kitchen Staff,
A camp for
•
ctivity
individuals with
Director,
developmental
and Lifeguard
challenges
•,

a, W
I WI

r.r

..

oril

VC A

G(zt Rsiady for prin8 Brizak! at:

Ultra Body Tan
7 tans for $20
10 tans for $25
20 tans for $45
Full set of acrylic nails $25
ID the Winona 1'51611: 600(.1 I Ilrowilh 2/ 14./
4:52 - 0611

Dates of employment are
from May 31, thru August 76, 7997
and include salary plus room and board

call 608-348-9689 for more information
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Jordan's last All-Star game? He says maybe
Associated Press
CLEVELAND—There will never
be another All-Star game like it. Nothing will ever quite match the spectacle of the greatest players in NBA
history being introduced together.
There also may never be another
All-Star game with Michael Jordan
participating. Jordan apparently is
wavering on whether he will return to
the Chicago Bulls next season.
"It could have been the last. I don't
have a problem saying that," Jordan
said after recording the first tripledouble in All-Star game history as the
East beat the West 132-120 Sunday.
"It showed that I could still play
with these guys no matter how old I
am, and have a good time doing so. If
this so happens to be my last All-Star
game, believe me, I've been very
happy to entertain the fans in what-

ever capacity I have in the last nine
years."
It almost sounded like a farewell
statement from the game's greatest
player, who had said Saturday that he
wants to come back to the Bulls next
season if coach Phil Jackson also wants
to return.
Less than two weeks ago, Jordan
sounded certain that he'd be back.
"Nobody can put a time frame, or
a time limit, on something you love.
Right now I love the game," he said at
the time. "I hope to fulfill all those
expectations of winning a championship and go right into next year."
So what gives? Is he coming back
next season or not?
The definitive answer won't come
until the Bulls finish the season. Chicago takes a 42-6 record into the second half of the season, and a recordbreaking 73 victories isn't out of the

question.
The season resumes Tuesday night
with 12 games, including Jordan and
the Bulls against the Charlotte Hornets and All-Star MVP Glen Rice.
Dennis Rodman will be back for Chicago after serving an 11-game suspension for kicking a cameraman.
The Bulls seem certain to lock up
the No. 1 playoff seed in the East, but
it's a different story in the West where
the Los Angeles Lakers, Houston
Rockets, Utah Jazz and Seattle
SuperSonics are within three games
of one another.
Obviously, the season still has
plenty of excitement left.
But once it's over, will Chicago
owner Jerry Reinsdorf, who is paying
Jordan $30.1 million this season, offer $40 million for next season? Or
$45 million? Or $50 million?
By linking his future with

complete, and the game seemed like
an afterthought when it resumed.
But thanks to Jordan and Rice, it
wasn't.
The East used a 40-7 run bridging
the second and third quarters to overcome a 23-point deficit, and Rice
scored 20 points in the third quarter to
break the record Hal Greer of Philadelphia set in 1969.
Rice also made two free throws in
the final minute to break
Chamberlain's record of 23 points in
a half.
Rice, who led all scorers with 26
points, took home the MVP trophy.
"I am the best player in the world
today. I have the MVP," Rice said
with a laugh.
Rice was only joking. Everybody
knows that Jordan still holds that title.
Whether he holds it at the next AllStar game remains to be seen.

Jackson's, Jordan could be doing his
coach a favor forcing the Bulls to
rehire Jackson before he'll definitively
commit to coming back.
If he does return, Jordan would
certainly be voted into the starting
lineup for the 1998 All-Star game at
Madison Square Garden.
And that might be the best chance
the NBA will have at coming close to
the excitement of this year's festivities.
The halftime spectacle at Gund
Arena was something to behold. There
were 47 of the game's greats, from
Wilt Chamberlain to Kareem AbdulJabbar to Larry Bird to Elvin Hayes,
spread across the Gund Arena court.
One by one they were introduced,
each stepping onto an X-shaped podium that covered the floor. The
20,562 fans gave them a standing
ovation when the introductions were

Fifth Annual

Minority Visual Artists
Art Contest
"Cultural Diversity Enriches Our World"
• Time:

February 11-- 14, 1997
9:00A.M. to 4:00P.M.

• Location:

WSU Kryzsko Commons-Alumni Lounges

• Dates:

Includes 30 original works by minority artists from Minnesota
Sponsored by the WSU Cultural Diversity Office: 457-5595
Presented by the Southern Minnesota Minority Advocate Association

Rose
Bowl
Floral & Gifts

Worried about
pregnancy?

1■ 114

about pregnancy. Our friendly volunteers offer
free pregnancy tests, answers to your questions,
referals to community services —and, most
important, someone to listen. All of our help is
free and confidential.
Call anytime: 452-2421 • 920 W. 5th Winona

Tired of
throwing
your weight
around?

American Heart
Association.
Fighting Heart Disease
and Stroke

Exercise.

Er. 1

- Fresh Flowers &
Arrangements
- Abdallah Chocolates
- Green & Blooming
Plants

(;Birthright
can help.
more than 20 years, Birthright has
r orhelped
thousands of students worried

Corner of 3rd & Main, Downtown Winona

-

Gift Items
Dried & Silk
Arrangements

y&

Valentine's Day
February 14
2nd Annual Make-out
Contest.
1st Place $100 Bar Tab
Wet your Lips
from 7-1 0
All You Can Drink Tap beer
for $4.
The Contest starts 1 Opm
and ends at Midnight.
107 WEST 3RD ST. 452-2288

lh

(

OPEN Mon-Fri 8-5:30 )
Sat 8-5:00
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Saturday, Feb. 15
>Kid Johnny Lang @
Rascals 9 pm
Good blues if your into it.
He's only 17, so if you don' t
like him, steal his milk
money and give him a
grundy.

-Matt Groening
(Simpsons) is 43

Wednesday, Feb. 12
Joanna Kerns (Maggie
on Growing Pains) is
44

Sunday, Feb. 16
>Chili Cookoff @ Rascals
Sunday Afternoon
Five bands play all day
and all night, including
Schwa, entertaining but still
living in the past. Chili and
granola lovers unite!

Thursday, Feb. 13
- National Get a Different
Name Day

Monday, Feb. 17
-Michael Jordan (former
baseball player) is 34

Friday, Feb. 14
VALENTINE'S DAY
- Remember: dry humping is
not only fun, its safe!

Tuesday, Feb. 18

-On this day in 1930
a cow was milked in an
Pleasant to the eardrum.
airplane flying over St.
Once had the infamous
Louis
Winona punk band "George
-Vanna White is 40
Brett" open for them_ Look for
today
the George Brett Reunion
-John Travolta is 42
Tour this spring.
-Matt Dillion is 33
> Friday Funfest
@ Newman Center 7pm -Molly Ringwald is 29
>Funk Stew @ Rascals
9 pm

w.

0.....;
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Due to the surprising lack of events, things and
people to make favorable comments about in
Winona, this weeks "What's Hot and What's Not"
has been appropriatly renamed

WHAT'S NOT
-THE SMOKING LOUNGE
WSU has slowly been eliminating smoking areas on campus, And
now, alter they have coralled us into one obnoxiously small, puny
fricken excuse for a lounge, they are banning smoking inside all
WSU building's and, AND, 50 feet within any WSU building. The
complaint is that the smoke smells up the Smaug too muck Here's
an idea; designate a indoor smoking room away from where people
eat their food and study so the odor won't be so offensive to these
people, There are many people on campus whose odors are far more
offensive to me than that of a cigarette: how about 100 feet away
from WSU buildings for them.

-PROFESSIONAL SPORTS
Just a little reminder to everyone: professional sports have no
bearing on the general outcome and well being of your life. You will
not receive total consciousness if the Packers repeat next year, You
will not know if we are or are not alone in the universe if Frank
Thomas hits 50 home runs. Like my friend Matt Weide says:
"Pro sports are like the male equivalent to 90210. So basically, by
putting a Packer flag on your car you're basically saying, 'Go
Brandon-.

NICE TRY AWARD

Recently, a new underground newspaper called "Word on the
Street" has surfaced. Based in Lourdes Hall, the paper has a
format not unlike that of Winona's pioneer underground
magazine, Scoop. Curiously familar columns such as "Drunk of
the week" and "Quote of the week'appear as well as wacky
mock news briefs. In one section of the paper, Winonan
columnist Dave Adams was described as "brain dead and
retarded" and in another part, the Winonan is described as
"one of the worst papers in the free world".
Come on guys, you have to admit that the Winonan has
improved a lot over the last couple months. As for Dave Adams,
you know it, I know it, even Dave knows it...all I can say is that
he tries.
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bored
10.Hold your breath until
you see the hour hand on
the clock move

5. Bring your pet guinea pig
and teach it to juggle
4. Rewrite passages of your
text in street jive

9. Count dots on the ceiling
(286 in Gildermeister confirmed by Bryan Rich, Jan. 8,
1996)
8. Politely raise your hand
and tell the professor to shut
the hell up

(Nod of approval to "Word on the Street')

6 Start making plans for a
sex change

3. Carve "The Front Page
Sucks" into your desk
2. Yell "Party people in the
house say HO!"
1. Leave
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HELP WANTED
CITY OF APPLE
VALLEY SEASONAL
POSITIONS

accepted for seasonal
•r ■
3/7117
summer jobs with the
&JD
- airri I City
of Apple Valley.
4
IFTZEC.1
Positions
available
P
V
include: Maintenance
Worker (Parks, Golf,
Streets, Utilities),
Gardener, Recreation
Program Leader,
Puppet Performer,
Athletic Facility
Supervisor, Lifeguard,
and WSI. Golf Course
positions include
Starter/ Ranger,
9
Attendant, Concession
CUriLLZr* Attendant and Food
Service Worker. Most
positions require minimum age of 18. Some
trIl I
positions available for
KID
_sr EAU age 16. Most positions
start at $6.50/hr.
[Q117
N OW
Priority application
deadline is March 14,
1^b- la.P4
winicv
1997. Applications
received after March
1
14 will be reviewed
on an "as needed"
■
basis. Applicants
selected for interviews
MIN IW will be notified by
mail.
U INCEI
Employment decisions
will be based on qualf
ifications and availability.

a

Applications available
at Apple Valley City
hall, 14200 Cedar
Ave., Apple Valley,
MN 55124 or by telephone TDD for hearing impaired (612)
953-2533 or
(612)953-2500.
UI

&ILO

.11_111:117

SUMMER CAMP
EMPLOYMENT

ATHLETIC COMPLEX
SUPERVISOR

Girl Scout Council of Greater
Minneapolis operates two girls'
summer resident camps near
Minneapolis metro area and is
looking for enthusiastic, flexible, creative individuals sincere
about providing girls w/positive & challenging experiences
in outdoor settings. POSITIONS: Business & Program
Directors, Health Supervisors,
Counselors, Lifeguards, Art
and Nature Specialists,
Challenge Course Staff, Riding
Staff, Trip Director, Animal

Supervise activities for youth
and adults at outdoor athletic
complex 10-20 hrs./wk. Must be
available weekday evenings and
weekends. Mid-April to midOctober. $8.35 hr. Minimum age

Farm Specialist. Minimum age
18 years old. Salary, room &
board, health insurance. June

16-August 22. Write/Call for
application packet: Human
Resources, Girl Scout Council
of Greater Mpls, 5601
Brooklyn Blvd., Minneapolis,
MN 55429. (612) 535-4602
ext. 297.
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Cocktail

4.-a&l:i) '7

.

allvaMart
I

class when
you' re

7. Create a negative
universe in which there is
nothing but Fruity Pebbles
and disco balls
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Top 10 things
do in
to

GARDENER
Self-starting, motivated individual with gardening exp.
and/or education, strong landscape bkgd, to maintain
shrubs and flower beds in AV

park system. Knowledgeable
in care and maintenance of
plants and landscape equip.
Seasonal position works 40
hrs/wk. $6..50ihr. Minimum
age 18. Application deadline:
Mar. 14.

CAMP STAFF POSITIONS
AVAILABLE! Easter Seals
Camp Wawbeek/Respite &
Recreation have summer positions available. Great experience working with a variety of
people with disabilities.
Contact Derrick or Chris at
(608) 277-8288. We will be on
campus February 20th.

18. Application deadline: Feb
28.
Applications received after the
stated deadlines will be
reviewed on an "as needed"

basis. Applicants selected for
interviews will be notified by
mail. Employment decisions
will be based on qualifications
and availability.
Applications available at Apple
Valley City Hall, 14200 Cedar
Ave., Apple Valley, MN 5512,
or by telephone: TDD for hear-

HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn $480
weekly assembling circuit
boards/electronic components at home. Experience
unnecessary, will train.
Immediate openings your
local area.
Call 1-520-680-7891
EXT C200

TRAVEL
SPRING BREAK WITH
MAZATLAN EXPRESS.
Air/7 nights hotel/free nightly beer parties/party package/
discounts. (800) 366 - 4786.

ing impaired (612) 953-2533 or
(612) 953-2500.

CITY OF APPLE
VALLEY SEASONAL
POSITIONS--MAINTENANCE WORKERS

SPRING BREAK'S
HOTTEST!
www.studentadvtray.com
1-800-328-7513
FREE FOOD, DRINK &

PARTY SPECIAL!?!
Outdoor work, general maintenance for Parks, Streets,
Utilities and Golf Course.
April through October.
Approx. 40 hrs,'wk. Start
$6.50/hr., range to $7.25.
Minimum age 18. Application
deadline: Feb. 28.

*$200-$500 WEEKLY*
Mailing phone cards. No experience necessary. For more
information send a selfaddressed stamped envelope
to:
Global Communication
P.O. Box 5679
Hollywood, FL 33083

BEST HOTELS & LOWEST
PRICES for all SPRINGBREAK BEACH destinations. Texas, Florida, Cancun,
Bahamas, Jamaica, etc...
CALL NOW for the best
rooms available. INTERCAMPUS PROGRAMS.
800-327-6013
http://www.icpt.com .

COLLEGE TOURS
present
MAZATLAN
BREAK '97

from $399 (Minneapolis
Departures) Your Total
Package Includes:
Round-Trip Airfare to
Mazatlan 7 Nights Hotel
Accommodation Round
Trip Transfers to and from
the Airport. College Tours
Staff in Mazatlan to assist
you. Free-Private Cocktail
Parties. Nightly Club
Dancing at some of the
best night clubs in the
world: Bora Bora, Joey's
Oyster Bar, El Toro
Bravo, Valentino's, Bali
Hai, Pepe & Joe's and
SENOR FROGS. 15%
Discount at Senor Frogs
Clothing Store. Co-ed
Beach Events, Tan
Contest, Cash & Prizes,
discount coupons...and
much, much more! For a
Free Informational Flier
or Information on Earning
a Free Trip, Call Free
1-800-395-4896
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Having trouble with
school, relationships,
family or other issues?
Confidential counseling,
call Linda:
454-3900
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